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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Remarks 
A Ilat plate floor is supported by a series of columns, 
which are normally positioned in a square or rectangular 
pattern. There are no beams spanning from column to column 
in either direction~ Flat plate floor construction is widely 
used Ior commercial and residential buildings because it re-
sults in aesthetically pleasing architectural lines, minimum 
floor to floor height, simple formwork, minimum obstruction 
to utility and duct placement, reduction of construction time, 
and good fire-resistance properties. 
With the increasing demand for longer spans, the flexural 
stiffness of the flat plate system is reduced to the point 
where serviceability may become' a critical factor in design. 
Prestressing the flat plate has been used to overcome this 
critical factor. Prestressing can be used effectively to 
control deflections, to minimize the chances of cracking, and 
to improve the punching resistance of the slab-column connec-
tion. Thus, since prestressed flat plates do not require 
drop panels or column capitals, they retain all of the 
beneficial aspects mentioned above. 
The majority of prestressed flat plates are constructed 
using unbonded post-tensioned tendons because of speed OI 
construction and other economic considerations. In recent 
years, the use of a banded tendon arrangement to simplify 
2 
construction has become popular even though this differs from 
the present ACI Building Code CACI 318-77) [lJ requirements and 
the tentative recommendations prepared by ACI-ASCE Committee 
423 [6J. The tendons in this type of construction are grouped 
in a narrow band over the column line in one direction, while 
the tendons in the transverse direction are uniformly 
distributed. Fig. 1.1 shows the typical layout of the banded 
tendon arrangement for a two-thirds scale model slab. 
Although the study of slab-column connections has 
received considerable attention, uncertainties still exist 
concerning .the response of prestressed flat plates, even when 
this structural system is loaded statically. One of the 
major problems encountered i~ the design of flat plate 
structures lies in the connections between the plate and 
its supporting columns. Large bending moments as well as 
shearing forces are generally concentrated at the connection, 
and the connection is generally susceptible to punching shear 
failure 0 For edge columns in particular the presence of the 
free edge adds further to the concentrated stress condition 
at the connection. The complexity of the three-dimensional 
stress distribution in the portion of a plate immediately 
adjacent to a column and the large number of interdependent 
parameters have precluded development of a general analytical 
.solution for calculating the strength of these connections. 
All available methods for designing these connections employ 
either approximate theoretical solutions which utilize 
3 
experimentally determined constants or purely empirical 
expressions which satisfy experimental results. 
Extensive investigations have been made in an attempt 
to understand the behavior of slab-column connections, and 
they have focused primarily on typical interior columns. 
In contrast, most practical structures have more edge and 
corner columns than interior columns. Since very limited 
experimental or theoretical research has been carried out 
on post-tensioned plate-edge column connections subjected 
to combined shear and unbalanced moment, it is clear that 
further research is required in this area. 
1.2 Object and Scope 
In a typical flat plate floor carrying gravity loads, 
shear and unbalanced bending moment will be present at the 
edge column connections. The transfer of unbalanced bending 
moment causes the distribution of shear stress in the slab 
around the column to become nonuniform and reduces the shear 
strength of the connection. The main objective of this 
investigation was to study experimentally under static loading 
the strength and behavior of prestressed plate-edge column 
connections with unbonded tendons representative of those 
used in prestressed flat plate buildings. 
To achieve the objective, four two-thirds scale, flat 
plate-edge column connections were constructed and subjected 
to loadings in which both the shear and moment transferred 
between the slab and the column were increased proportionately 
4 
until failure occurred. The experimental variables considered 
in this program were the direction of the banded tendons and 
the moment-shear ratio. 
The specific objectives of this investigations were as 
follows: 
1. To study the effect of the moment-shear ratio on the 
response of the connections. 
2. To study tne increase in stress in the unbonded 
tendons at ultimate load. 
3. To study the basic mechanism of failure in the 
connections. 
4.. To develop a simple design procedure for predicting 
the ultimate strength of the,connection. 
Based on the results of experimental investigations of 
this study and investigations carried out by other investi-
gators, practical recommendations are made for the design 
of prestressed flat plate-edge column connectionsm 
5 
2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
2.1 Introduction 
Because prestressed concrete behaves similarly to 
reinforced concrete, with only a few special differences, 
this chapter will review the. state of knowledge of the 
behavior of prestressed concrete as well as reinforced 
concrete slab-column connections. Numerous studies have 
been made in the attempt to understand the way in which the 
slab-column connection transfers load. In the discussion 
to follow, some of the methods of analysis based on these 
studies are discussed in detail so that their application 
to the present study can pe easily followed. 
This review is concerned principally with studies on 
transfer of shear and moment from flat plates to columns. 
Even for uniform gravity loading, there is always moment 
transfer at the edge column connections. The existing 
methods of analysis of slab-column connections transferring 
shear and unbalanced bending moment have progressed from 
an elastic plate theory to that of a limit design. These 
methods can be placed in four catagories: (1) analyses 
based on linear variation in shear stress, (2) analyses 
based on elastic plate theory, (3) beam analogies, and 
(4) yield line analysis. 
2.2 Analyses Based on Linear Variation of Shear Stress 
The methods for' calculating the strength of the slab-
6 
column connections reviewed in this section are related to each 
other in that they each assume a linear variation of vertical 
shear stress from the centroidal axis of the critical section. 
They differ in the assumed location of the critical sections 
and in the selection of the factor K which is the portion of 
the total unbalanced moment producing shear stresses on the 
critical section. These are important parameters because the 
transfer of any mom~nt reduces the capacity of the connection 
in direct shear. Fig. 2.1 shows an assumed critical section 
and the linear distribution of shear stress for an exterior 
column connection. 
In 1960, DiStasio and Van Buren [15J published a method 
for determining stresses at the connection between a flat 
plate and a column under combined shear and unbalanced 
moment. Prior to this, structural designers had no generally 
recognized method of analysis for designing the connections. 
Although the actual stress distribution on the critical 
section is extremely complex, DiStasio and Van Buren assumed 
that shear stresses on the critical section varied linearly 
with distance from the centroidal axis of the perimeter and 
were induced by the shear force and part of the unbalanced 
bending moment. The critical section was taken at a distance 
(h - 1t) in. from the column periphery as shown in Fig. 2D2a • 
. The concept of an equivalent polar moment of inertia of the 
critical peripheral section was used to determined the shear 
stresses induced by the moment. The remainder of the 
7 
unbalanced moment was assumed to be carried by ~lexure in 
the slab and to be dependent on the amount o~ the ~lexural 
rei~orcement through the critical section. Stresses were 
limited to those permitted under Working Stress Design. 
An extensive test series using 43 slab-column specimens 
was reported by Moe [34J in 1961. He developed an ultimate 
strength analysis ~or moment trans~er at an interior column 
by per~orming tests on twelve 6 ~t. square, 6 in. thich slabs 
which were simply supported along all ~our edges. The load 
was applied at di~~erent eccentricities through a centrally 
located square column stub. The critical section governing 
the ultimate shear strength was taken at the column ~ace as 
is shown in Fig. 2.2b. From his experimental test data, 
Moe concluded that approximately one-third o~ the total 
unbalanced moment was trans~erred by shear stresses. 
Following this semi-empirical approach, the portion of the 
unbalanced moment transferred by shear was then assumed to 
be constant and independent o~ th& amount of the ~lexural 
rei~orcement through the critical area. Moe also concluded 
that the shear strength was dependent on J~~. He believed 
that shear ~ailures were controlled primarily by tensile 
split~ing; and the tensile strength is generally assumed 
proportional to ~8 
c 
To develop design recommendations ~or the 1963 ACI Code, 
ACI-ASCE Committee 326 [5J published a report, "Shear and 
Diagonal Tension," in 1962. The recommendations ~or slab 
8 
shear analysis contained in the report drew heavily from 
DiS.tasio and Van Buren's and Moe"s investigations, and in 
addition took into account some preliminary information on 
Hanson and Hanson's [18J work. The Committee 326 report had 
great influence on the provisions adopted for the 1963 ACI 
Code. Three principal variables recognized as affecting 
the shear strength were the concrete strength, the relative 
size of the column 90mpared to the slab thickness, and 
the magnitude of the bending moment near the column. The 
Committee found that Moe's equation for ultimate shear stress 
of concrete slabs could not be applied to connections with 
either very large or very small values of Cld, where C = side 
length of a square column and d = effective d~pth of the slab." 
To satisfy the above conditions, Committee 326 selected a 
hyperbolic equation. 
v = 4~ (d/C + 1) psi 
u c 
(2.1 ) 
where fW is the compressive cylinder strength of concrete 
c 
in psi. Based on the evaluation of 25 test results, and 
adopting a procedure similar to that suggested by Moe, the 
Committee recommended limiting the shear stress to 4~ on 
a design critical section located at a distance d/2 from 
the column face and the portion of' the unbalanced moment 
transferred by shear was taken as a constant value K = 0.2. 
The location of the critical section is shown in Fig. 2.2c. 
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The Commentary to the 1963 ACI Code includes a slightly 
modified form of the DiStasio and Van Buren Working Stress 
Design Method. It retains the concept that only the moment 
-
which cannot be transferred by flexural steel need be 
considered when examining the shear stress. 
In 1968 Hanson and Hanson [18J reported the results of 17 
tests on slab-column connections. Their principal interest 
was moment transfer at interior columns. Consequently, they 
tested only one specimen simulating conditions at an exterior 
column. The principal variables were the loading arrangement 
and the location of voids adjacent to the column. They 
concluded from their test data and interaction diagrams that 
the ultimate strength design method recommended by ACI-ASCE 
Committee 326 would give a good prediction of the strength 
of the slab-column connection when the moment reduction 
factor K was changed from 0.2 to 0.4. 
A design recommendation was included for the first time 
in ACI 318-71 [3J. During preparation of a proposed revision 
of the 1963 ACI Code, it was noted that most test data 
considered by Hanson and Hanson involved square columns. In 
practice, however, rectangular columns are frequently used. 
It is logical to assume that the portion of moment transferred 
by flexure increases as the width of the face of the critical 
section resisting the moment increases. Accordingly, the 
fraction of the moment given by: 
10 
1 
K = 1 - (2.2) 
was considered trans~erred by shear about the centroid of the 
critical section. C1 is the size of the rectangular column 
measured in direction of the moment, and C2 the size of the 
rectangular column measured transverse to the direction of 
the moment. For square columns C1 , = C2 = C and K = 0.4 as 
suggested by Hanson and Hanson. The shear stress was limited 
to 4~ on the critical section. 
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In Sections 11.11 and 11.12, the ACI Building Code [1J 
recommends a design procedur~ ~or rei~orced concrete slab-
column connections transferring shear and unbalanced bending 
moment without shear rei~orcement. The Commentary to the 
1977 ACI Code [2J gives the background to the present ACI 
Code recommendations. In 1974, ASCE-ACI Committee 426 [7J 
presented a comprehensive state-o~-the-art report on the 
shear strength o~ slab-column connections. 
An ASCE-ACI Committee 426 report published in 1977 
[8J suggested revisions to the shear provisions of the 1971 
ACI Code. The suggested revisions introduced comprehensive 
design provisions ~or moment transfer at slab-column 
connections. The ACI 318-77 Code does not contain all the 
revisions suggested in the ASCE-ACI Committee 426 report, but 
it is evident that the report is a valuable supplementary 
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design guide to the Code. The procedure recommended in the 
present ACI Code 318-77 is based on investigations by Hanson 
and Hanson and others reviewed in the ASCE-ACI Committee 426 
state-of-the-art report. The critical section is taken as 
being a distance d/2 from the column periphery. The location 
of the critical section is shown in Fig. 2.2f. The analysis 
assumes that shear stresses on a critical perimeter vary lin-
early with distance from the centroidal axis of the critical 
section and are induced by the shear force and part of the 
unbalanced bending moment. The method is semiempirical, and 
the fraction of the unbalanced moment transferred by shear 
is assumed to be a function of the column geometry and is 
given by: 
K = 1 -
1 
1 + 2 Jc 01 + d) 
3 C2 + d 
(2m2) 
The remainder of the unbalanced bending moment is carried by 
flexure at the front face of the column. The nominal shear 
strength of the connection is reached when the maximum shear 
stress at the critical section reaches: 
4 
Vc = (2 + --) ~ psi S 
/3 c 
c 
4~ psi 
c 
(2.3) 
where /3
c 
is the ratio of long side to short side of column, 
and f' the compressive cylinder strength of concrete in psis 
c 
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The above maximum shear stress was developed to ~acilitate 
calculation o~ the punching shear strength and to re~lect 
the reduction in shear strength which occurs as the aspect 
ratio of a column section increases above 2.0. 
2.3 Analyses Based on Elastic Plate Theory 
The classical elastic plate theory assumes that the 
material of the slab is homogeneous and isotropic, and much 
of the early research into· the strength of the slab-column 
connection trans~erring moment and shear used this elastic 
plate approach. At low levels o~ load the slab is uncracked 
and the distribution o~ ~orces can be computed ~rom the 
elastic theory using the uncracked flexural sti~~ness of the 
slab. However, a~ter cracking of the concrete and inelastic 
de~ormations have commenced, the stress distribution will 
change from that given by elastic theory and signi~icant 
redistribution of internal actions can occur before the 
ultimate load is reached. 
Long [29J reported a theoretical analysis o~ the punching 
shear problem of slabs containing two-way flexural reinforce-
ment and no shear reinforcement. Elastic isotropic theory 
with several approximations was used to compute the stresses 
in the concrete compression zone at the column face even at 
~ailureG The failure load was ~ound using an octahedral 
shear ~ailure criterion ~or concrete. Several correction 
factors were also employed. Masterson [32J extended Long's 
work using a finite element plate bending analysiso His 
1.3 
analysis is, however, only applicable to slabs which yield 
before punching. 
Mast [31J attempted to compare results from an elastic 
-
Navier solution of the isolated slab-column connection with 
an applied moment at the column to experimental results 
reported by Hanson and Hanson. Integration of these complex 
distributions to determine shear and torsional forces was 
simplified by the use of tables. Stresses computed by Mast II s' 
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the details of the various beam analogies may differ, the 
concept is the same. In calculating the strength of the 
slab-column connection, the beam analogy transforms a three 
dimensional problem into a two dimensional one. As a two 
dimensional analysis, the beam analogy provides a convenient 
method for determining the strength of. slab-column connections 
transferring shear and unbalanced bending moment. An estimate 
o'f the strength of slab-column connections without shear 
reinforcement may be obtained from a beam analogy in which 
the slab adjacent to the column is assumed to act as beams 
running in two directions at right angles into the column 
faces. Fig. 2.3 shows faces of the critical section of an 
exterior slab-column connection with a square column. The 
slab strips which represent the beams are subjected to bending 
moment, torsional moment and shear force. Redistribution of 
these actions is assumed to be able to occur between the 
beams. Compatibility restrictions are ignored and each beam 
is assumed to deform sufficiently for the development of the 
governing ultimate bending moment, torsional moment, or 
shear for the beame The strength equations can be based on 
the ACI 318-77 predictions for beams with an allowance for 
interaction effects. The strength of the connection is 
calculated by summing the contributions of the strengths 
of the beams. 
Hawkins and Corley [21J developed an ultimate strength 
procedure for interior and exterior slab-column connections 
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based on a beam analogy. The strength of the edge connection 
is governed by either combined flexure and torsion, or 
combined shear and torsion. The moment-torsion failure is 
likely to control when the shear transferred to the column is 
relatively small. For a moment-torsion failure, significant 
rotations occur near the column prior to ultimate load. These 
rotations are sufficient to permit the top bars passing into 
the front face to yield in negative bending moment. The 
balance of the applied moment is taken in torsion on the side 
faces. The shear-torsion failure mode dominates when the 
shear transferred is significant. For a shear-torsion failure, 
the rotations will be less than those for a moment-torsion 
failure. The applied moment will be resisted initially at 
the front face of the column. The flexural strength of this 
face in negative moment must be exhausted before the balance 
of this moment can be distributed as torsion to the side 
faces. The distribution of shears is more difficult to 
establish. It is reasonable to expect that once the shear on 
the front face is close to its ultimate value, additional 
shears can be transferred to the side faces until a failure 
condition is also reached on these faces. 
Park and Islam [40J developed a simpler beam analogy 
for interior slab-column connections, with or without shear 
reinforcement, which assumes that sufficient ductility in 
bending, torsion, and shear is available at the critical 
faces to allow development of the ultimate flexural, 
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torsional, and shear capacities as required. 
Zaghlool and de Paiva [45] conducted tests on 21 edge 
and corner column specimens. Their analysis indicated that 
punching was a secondary phenomenon that occurred after the 
steel in the vicinity of the connection yielded. Punching de-
veloped because the compression zone of the slab was destroyed 
when the concrete stress reached its limiting strength for 
combined normal and.shear stresses. 
In order to verify the realism of the ultimate torsional 
shear stress on the side faces of a slab-column connection, 
Kanoh and Yoshizaki [26J tested eight slab-column specimens. 
The approach followed by Kanoh and Yoshizaki employs a beam 
analogy similar to that of Park and Islam. In their experi-
mental study they applied a torque to the edge of 1/2.5 scale 
model test specimens as shown in Fig. 2.4. As the stub of 
the column was cast to the edge of the slab with only the 
face of the column able to transfer load, the flexural and 
shear components of moment in the complete specimen were 
effectively eliminated. From these tests, they concluded that 
an ultimate torsional shear stress of 2~ may be used which 
c 
is far greater than the value assumed in the ACI 318-77 Code. 
It seems that the increase in strength is due to the critical 
section of the slab being restrained by the continuum around 
ita Greater torsional strengths are to be expected for the 
critical sections of slab-column connections because the 
restraints are larger and transverse reinforcement is 
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continuous through the column. 
2.5 Yield Line Analysis 
In the design o~ ~lat plate ~loors it is important to 
insure that shear ~ailures at slab-column connections do not 
precede a ~lexural ~ailure. The yield line approach is a 
use~ul way of obtaining the flexural capacity of a slab-
column connection. Since the yield line theory is an upper 
bound method, it is necessary to examine all possible 
collapse mechanisms around the connections. Under combined 
shear and unbalanced bending moment, the yield line pattern 
can be either a local mechanism in the slab surrounding the 
column involving fans of yield lines or a folding type col-
lapse mechanism with yield lines extending across the slab. 
The high shear and torsional stresses at the slab-column 
connection indicate that the mode of failure is predominately 
governed by considerations of shear and torsion. 
Park and Islam [40J have derived the folding type yield 
line pattern by considering a mechanism made up of negative 
yield lines at the faces of an interior column, as they must 
be if the yield lines are straight. For this pattern to 
dominate the failure of the connection, the unbalanced 
bending moment must be the main contributor to failure, and 
shear should therefore be relatively small .. 
The local yield line pattern for isotropic slabs has 
been considered by Park and Islam [40J by using circular 
fans centered on the column corners.. For orthotropic slabs, 
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Gesund and Goli [16,17J used a more 90mplex expression 
for the radius of the corner fans. The critical pattern 
depends on the ratio of the unbalanced bending moment to 
vertical shear forces to be transferred by the connection. 
Therefore, from the analysis of yield line pattern, it is 
possible to judge the behavior of the slab-column connection. 
It is always necessary to examine all possible collapse 
mechanisms to ensure that the load carrying capacity is not 
overestimated. 
2.6 Prestressed Concrete Slabs 
In the discussion to follow, past investigations 
concerned primarily with the strength and behavior of 
prestressed concrete slabs wlll be reviewed. The state of 
knowledge on the behavior of prestressed concrete flat 
plates has been summarized by ACI-ASCE Committee 423 [6J 
and 426 [7J, and by the Post-Tensioning Institute [14J. 
The Post-Tensioning Institute publication "Design of Post-
Tensioned Slabs," summarizes the research rather completely 
and most of the recommendations by Burns [9,23J are mentioned 
in that publication. 
The ACI 318-77 Code does not provide detailed provisions 
for the design of prestressed concrete slabs. Some additional 
guidance is given in the Commentary to the ACI Code [2J. 
However, it is clear from the Commentary that the principal 
design guide is the "Tentative Recommendations for Prestressed 
Concrete Flat Plates," which was prepared by ACI-ASCE Committee 
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423 on Prestressed Concrete. 
A signi~icant ~eature o~ a prestressed concrete structure 
is that it is crack free under service loads, and whatever 
cracks may be developed under moderate overloads will be 
closed up as soon as the load is removed. This ~eature 
enchances the serviceability when the structure is exposed to 
weather because elimination o~ cracks prevents corrosion and 
greatly reduces deterioration o~ the structure when exposed 
to freeze-thaw action. Also as a direct result of not having 
cracks at service loads, a prestressed slab is stiffer than 
a normal reinforced concrete slab having the same span and 
thickness, since the stiffness is that of a ~ull depth cross-
section rather than of a cracked section. Prestressing also 
allows the use of a thinner slab for the same span, with 
accompanying savings in the dead load of the structure. 
However, there is a lower bound on the slab thickness that 
would be governed by deflections, vibration problems and the 
Code-specified minimum thickness. 
For flat plate structures, shear often determines floor 
load capacity, and the initial estimate of slab thickness may 
be such as to satisfy shear strength requirements at the columns. 
Prestressing the slab increases the shear strength o~ the 
connection. Based on a review of available test results, 
ACI-ASCE Committees 423 and 426 have recommended that 
Eq. (11-13) of ACI 318-77, 
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v = (3.5~ + 0.31' )b d + V lb. cw c pc w p (2.4) 
be used to determine the shear strength 01' connections 
trans1'erring shear only. In Eq. (2.4) f' is the compressive 
c 
cylinder strength of concrete in psi, fpc is the compression 
stress in slab in psi, band d are the effective width and 
w 
d"epth of the slab i:t:l inches, and V is the vertical component p 
of effective prestress force at the critical section. Because 
a prestressed slab is relatively thin, Vp is usually very 
small. Therefore, the term Vp may be conservatively neglected 
and the recommended design shear stress is: 
v = 3.5~ + 0.3f psi cw c pc 
As the average prestress level, f , is increased, the pc 
load for flexural cracking usually increases at a faster rate 
than the load for shear failure. Further, because of the 
reduction in the degree of cracking, more of the input energy 
is stored as elastic strain energy. Thus, the ductility 
prior to failure will generally decrease, and the violence 
of failure will generally increase, as the fpc value is 
increased. 
Most unbonded prestressed flat plates will have bonded 
bar reinforcement at least in the negative moment regions 
over the columns. A minimum amount of bonded reinforcement 
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was also recommended by ACI-ASCE CommIttee 423 .. 
Compression reinforcement has a negligible effect on a 
slab's ultimate flexural strength. Compression reinforcement 
continuous through the column has been recommended by 
researchers because, when properly detailed, it acts as a 
suspension net that may hold the slab together even after 
punching failure. However, due to the added expense, 
compression reinforcement is seldom used in practice. 
The prestressing tendons are seldom grouted, and the 
lack o~ bond introduces some problems" A code expression for 
predicting the tendon stress at the ultimate load for the 
slab should lead to either the correct or to a conservative 
value. The equation recommended by ACI for predicting the 
stress in the prestressing steel in a slab was derived from 
the results of tests of beams, and is a lower bound to that 
test data. A study by Mojtahedi and Gamble [35J demonstrated 
that the ultimate steel stress in thin unbonded post-tensioned 
slabs often does not reach the expected stress predicted using 
the equation contained in the 1977 ACI Code. They [36J also 
reported a preliminary series of tests of four one-way slabs 
with the span-depth ratio as the main parameter. Although 
the tests were not conclusive about the effects of the span-
depth ratio in the lightly reinforced specimens, the steel 
stresses reached at extremely large deformations exceeded 
substantially those predicted using the method given in the 
1977 ACI Code. 
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Cook, Park, and Yong [llJ described the results of tests 
on nine prestressed concrete slabs with unbondedtendons in 
which the span-depth ratio was considered as a variable. To 
provide a comparison, further tests were also carried out on 
three prestressed concrete slabs with bonded tendons which 
were identical in all other respects to three slabs with 
unbonded tendons. The measured values were compared to 
predicted values us~ng Pannell's method [38J for calculating 
the flexural strength which takes .into account the span-depth 
ratio. However, there was still a large scatter of results 
using this approach. They suggested that the scatter resulted 
~rom dif~erences in the load arrangement and in the duct 
material ~or the tendons, ~rom inaccuracies in the prestress 
load measuring techniques and ~rom deviations between the 
proposed and actual pro~iles8 In view of this uncertainty 
they recommended the use of the more conservative equation 
~or ~ ~rom the ACI 318-63 Code. ps 
Burns and Hemakom [9J reported a series o~ multi-panel 
tests at the University of Texas, Austin. The primary 
objective of the investigation was to determine the physical 
behavior of the prestressed ~lat plate structure over the 
total range o~ loading up to the point o~ collapse. The 
investigation intended to answer some questions about 
distribution o~ cracking, the contribution o~ bonded rein-
~orcement to strength, the stress increase in unbonded 
tendons as a slab is loaded to ultimate, and the ad~quacy 
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o~ present design methods. The safety of the prestressed 
concrete slabs against punching shear ~ailure was also 
investigated very closely. 
Hawkins and Trongtham [42J have presented a report on the 
testing of five unbonded post-tensioned flat plate specimens. 
Four of the specimens simulated interior slab-column connec-
tions and one represented a typical exterior slab-column 
connection. The exterior column specimen was loaded with 
shear and moment in step increments. The direction o~ the 
load was also cycled. They confirmed the applicability of 
the ACI 318-77 approach for calculating the shear capacity 
of connections transferring moment as well as shear. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
3.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this investigation was to simulate the 
performance of an actual unbonded post-tensioned flat plate-
edge column connection. The overall configuration of the 
test specimens was governed by equipment, modeling limita-
tions, and by the objectives of the tests. The connection 
specimens tested in this program were based on the design 
of a two-thirds scale model of the prototype structure. The 
layout of the model is as shown in Fig. 1.1. The model 
structure design specified 11-3/8 in. diameter tendons per 
bay and an average prestress of about 240 psi. The specimens 
were models of the edge column connections and the adjacent 
slab area as indicated by dashed lines of sections A and B 
in Fig. 1.1. The material properties in the two-thirds scale 
specimens were expected to give a faithful representation. of 
full-scale prestressed concrete flat plate connection. Thus, 
any possible size effects were assumed to be avoided. 
Two major variables selected in this test program were: 
1. The distribution of prestressed reinforcement in the 
vicinity of a column, which depends on the directions of the 
banded and the uniformly distributed tendons. 
2. The effect of moment-shear ratio on the response of 
the connection. 
Since the predicted flexural strength of a slab is 
primarily a function of the number of tendons in a particular 
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direction and is not strongly influenced by their distribution, 
all tendons in one direction are generally grouped in a narrow 
band over the column line, while the tendons in the orthogonal 
direction are uni£ormly distributed. The design concept is 
that the closely spaced tendons are thought o£ as £orming 
beams in one direction, while the slab then acts as a one-way 
slab between these beams in the other direction. This 
arrangement is common in practice since it simplifies the 
placing and jacking sequence o£ the tendons. 
In all, £our specimens were constructed and tested. 
These specimens will be re£erred to as Sl to s4. In the 
first two specimens the banded tendons were perpendicular 
to the direction o£ the exterior edge o£ the slab, while 
in the next two specimens the banded tendons were parallel 
to the exterior edge o£ the slab. Specimens Sl and S2 and 
specimens SJ and S4 are represented in Fig. 1.1 by A and B 
respectively. 
The e££ect o£ moment-shear ratio on the behavior o£ the 
statically loaded specimens was investigated by applying the 
load at di££erent distances £rom the column £ace. Details 
o£ the loading arrangements will be given later. 
3.2 Description o£ Specimens 
Plan and elevation views of the test specimens are 
'shown in Fig. 3.1. Each specimen consisted o£ a 60-in. 
square prestressed concrete slab 4-ine in thickness, and a 
12-in. square column located adjacent to and centered along 
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the edge of the slab. Thus, the geometry of each specimen 
was the same. The concrete slab was prestressed in both 
directions, and represented a two-way flat plate in which 
the tendons in one direction were banded in a narrow strip 
over the column, and the tendons in the oth~r direction were 
uniformly spaced. In addition, No.3 bars were used as 
non-prestressed reinforcement in the slab in the vicinity of 
the column as sugge~ted by ACI-ASCE Committee 423. Figs. 3.2 
through 3.4 show the reinforcement, patterns for the slabs. 
The column had hinged reacti-on points 38 in. above and below 
the surfaces of the slab. In the prototype structure these 
points are at midheight of the column. The columns were 
reinforced with eight No.6 deformed bars so as to make the 
flexural capacity of the column greater than of the slab to 
avoid a column failure. Fig. 3.5 shows the reinforcement 
details of the columns. The chosen specimen configuration 
includes the immediate edge column connection area and an 
adjacent portion of the slab. The slab area is approximately 
that located within the negative moment area around the edge 
column .. 
The conditions at the boundary of any model of a 
continuous structure should ideally be identical to those at 
the corresponding location in the structure being modeled. 
These boundary conditions often cannot be satisfied exactly 
for plates without testing the entire structure. The main 
reason for the use of isolated connection models is the 
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simplicity and ease o~ testing relative to the much more 
complex and expensive multi-panel models. 
The interaction of internal actions around the connection 
is quite complex for even an elastic plate, but the complex-
ities are confined to a localized portion of the slab in the 
vicinity o~ the column. The stress concentrations in this 
region are very high, but decrease rapidly with increase of 
distance from the column. Therefore, the strengths observed 
in these specimens are tho,ught to closely approximate the 
strengths o~ the connections in an actual slab system. 
The locations and shapes of the contraflexure lines are 
not constant in a prestressed concrete slab system. Cracking 
of the slab produces changes in the relative sti~~ness of 
various sections and directions. Redistribution of moments 
can and does take place in the slab system, causing the 
location o~ the contraflexure lines to shift. Reproducing 
these conditions would be very difficult, and the isolated 
connection models do not include these e~~ects o~ continuity 
in the studies of slab-column connections. 
3.3 Specimen Materials 
(a) Concrete 
Type I Portland Cement, river sand and 3/4-in. maximum 
size gravel were used ~or all the specimens. The mix 
proportions, by weight, used for each specimen are listed in 
Table 3.1. Measured slumps ranged from 1 to 1-3/4-in. ~or 
S1 and 52, and from 2 to 2-3/4-in. for S3 and s4. To provide 
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better workability of the concrete, it was decided to use 
a higher water-cement ratio for the last two specimens (S3 
and S4). The concrete was mixed in a 2200-lb. capacity 
horizontal rotating type mixer. Two batches of concrete were 
required to cast each specimen and its test cylinders. Six 
standard 6 by 12 in. concrete cylinders were cast from the 
first batch, and three were cast from the second batch. Of 
these, three cylind~rs of the first batch were tested on the 
day of tensioning the tendons, and. the remaining six were 
tested on the day of testing of the particular specimen. 
Splitting tension tests were carried out on three 6 by 6 in. 
cylinders taken from each of the. two batches. Flexural beam 
tests were carried out on th+ee 6 by 6 by 20 in. beams taken 
from the first batch. The splitting tension and flexural 
beam specimens were tested on the day of testing of the 
particular specimen. The concrete strengths listed in Table 
3.1 are averages of the test results obtained by this method. 
A typical stress-strain curve for the concrete is shown in 
Fig. 3" 6. 
(b) Bonded Reinforcing Steel 
All bonded bars used in the specimens were deformed bars 
taken from the laboratory stock. No.3 bars ~ere placed in the 
plate and concentrated directly over and immediately adjacent 
to the column. The columns were reinforced with No.6 bars, 
and the ties were made from No.3 bars. Measured mechanical 
characteristics of coupons cut from the steel bars are listed 
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in Table 3.2. A typical stress-strain curve for the bonded 
reinforcing steel is shown in Fig. 3.7. 
(c) Prestressing S.trand 
The tendons used in this program were 3/8-in. diameter, 
7-wire strands meeting the requirement of ASTM Specification 
A-416. The specific minimum ultimate strength was 270 ksi, 
and the average apparent Young's modulus was 28,300 ksi. A 
typical stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. 3.8. The tendons 
were inserted into i-in. inside diameter polyethylene tubing 
to prevent bonding to the concrete. 
(d) Strand Anchorage 
The end anchorages used were Supreme brand reusable 
strand chucks, model number 600xx. This system developed 
an anchorage in which the tendons are gripped by frictional-
type split-cone wedges. The advantages of this system are 
its convenience in gripping the tendon at any point along 
its length and in removing the chuck from the tendon upon 
completion of the test. The jacking end grips were threaded 
externally and installed with nuts. Therefore, the slip of 
the grips wedges could be overcome by tightening the nuts 
against a bearing plate located between the specimen and 
the chuck. To provide a safety allowance, the maximum 
recommended jacking load is only 18,400 lb., whereas the 
ultimate strand force is 22,950 lb. 
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3.4 Fabrication o~ Specimens 
(a) Forming, Casting, and Curing 
The specimens were cast in a form made primarily of 
wood. The base, side forms, and the column form were 
constructed of 3/4-in. plywood andstif~ened with 2 x 2 in. 
timber. The formwork was supported ona rigid steel platform 
to provide stability during casting o~ the specimens. The 
side ~orm extended ~xactly 4 in. above the surface of the 
base form. Holes of 5/8-in. diameter were drilled ,through 
the side ~orms at the proper heights at the prestressing 
tendon locations. The forms were care~ully aligned and 
leveled, and the joints were caulked to assure water tightness. 
Aluminium conduits with l-~-in. inside diameter were placed 
in the slab to ~orm the holes ~or the loading bars to pass 
through. The ~orm was oiled with light form oil prior to 
placing o~ the reinforcement. 
The columns were reinforced with eight No.6 deformed 
bars, placed at the two sides o~ the column which were 
parallel to the free edge o~ the slab. Ties made from No. J 
de~ormed bars, spaced at 4 to 8 in. center to center, were 
used in the column outside the slab region. A 12 x 12 x 1 
in. steel plate was welded to the bottom end of the column 
reinforcement, and then the column reinforcement cage was 
placed in the center of the column ~orm. 
The bonded slab reinforcement consisting o~ No.3 
deformed bars was placed next. The reinforcing mats were 
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tied together and the bars passing through the column were 
also tied to the column reinforcement to help prevent 
movement during casting. The top bars were positioned in 
the forms and were supported by bar chairs. 
In both directions, polyethylene tubing was fitted 
through the holes in the side forms of the specimen. The 
tendons were then inserted into the polyethylene tubing used 
to prevent bonding to the concrete. The tendons in the 
banded direction were placed first, and the plastic encased 
tendons were securely tied to the bar chairs and to the 
bonded bars. The tendons in the orthogonal direction were 
placed next. The tendons passing through the column were 
tied to the vertical bars of the column cage, and this 
formed a very rigid mat which resisted any displacement 
during casting. Typical photographs of the specimens with 
all reinforcement in place are shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. 
Two batches of concrete were required to cast each 
specimen and its test cylinders. The concrete in each batch 
was placed in the forms in the following sequence: 
1. The first batch was placed in the lower column and 
in the slab immediately around the column. 
2. The second batch was placed in the remaining slab 
and in the upper column. 
An electric vibrator was used to consolidate the concrete. 
The surface of the slab was leveled with a wooden screed 
supported on the side forms of the slab. The surface was 
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finished using a steel trowel. The entire casting and 
finishing of the slab took about two hours. 
About six hours after the concrete was placed, the slab 
surface was covered with wet burlap and plastic sheets. This 
moist curing continued for seven days. 
Side forms and the column forms were ~tripped 24 hours 
after casting. At the same time, all of the cylinders and 
beams were taken out of the steel molds, and were cured in 
the same way as the slab-column specimen. 
The top steel plate of the column was set in place 
with cement paste three days after casting, and was welded 
to the main reinforcement the following day_ 
(b) Prestressing 
Before the stressing operation began, steel bearing 
plates were placed around the tendon at each end of the 
specimen. A thin layer of molding plaster was provided 
between the plate and the concrete to give a uniform 
bearing on the concrete surface. 
The slabs were post-tensioned when they were one week 
old providing that the concrete strength was not less than 
4,500 psi. The tendons were prestressed individually by 
means of a 30-ton hydraulic jack which was placed between a 
prestressing yoke and an anchorage plate. A schematic 
drawing of the prestressing set-up is shown in Fig. 3.11. 
Prestressing force was measured with aluminium sleeve 
load cells which were placed between the anchorage plates 
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and end grips. At the time of stressing, one load cell was 
also placed at the jacking end so that the friction losses 
could be calculated from load cell readings. However, 
these losses were found to be insignificant. The aluminium 
load cells were instrumented with bon~ed wire electrical 
resistance strain gages, with the four gages on each sleeve 
arranged as a 4-arm bridge. The sleeves were of 6060-T6 
aluminium, 1-J/8-in. outside diameter, 518-in. inside 
diameter, and 6-in. long. The average sensitivity of the 
load cells was about 4.8 lbs. per micro-strain division on 
a portable strain indicator. 
Since the slabs were relatively short, the losses 
accompanying transfer of the post-tensioning force from the 
hydraulic jack to the tendon were relatively important and 
had to be minimized by special procedures. The prestressing 
operation was begun by applying a desired force to the tendon, 
pushing the grip at the jacking end to the bearing plate, 
and then releasing the jack force completely in order to 
allow the wedge-type anchor to grip the tendon firmly at 
both ends. After the tendon was retensioned to about 16.0 
kips, the nut on the outside of the grip at the jacking end 
was screwed down to the bearing plate, and then the jack 
force was released again. The last step was sometimes 
repeated several times to overcome the problem of slip at 
the grips, and to insure that the prestressing force was 
adequate after release of the jack force. The hydraulic 
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jack was then removed at the completion of stressing. The 
losses following this procedure were quite small, and the 
desired prestressing force could be controlled to an adequate 
degree. Approximately half of the tendons were stressed at 
each face of the slab in order to alternate the jacking end 
and holding end forces and to equalize the stress distribution. 
The stressing sequence is shown in Fig. 3.12. 
305 Test Setup and Procedures 
A~ter the test specimen was prestressed to the required 
prestress force, it was then moved to the test frame. The 
specimen was supported by bolting the base of the column to 
a steel pivot that provided a hinged end condition. The 
upper end of the column was connected to the test frame by 
a horizontal steel bar which also produced a hinged end 
condition. The test frame was braced to minimize sidesway. 
The test frame with a specimen in position is shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.1. 
Strain gages were applied on the concrete surfaces after 
the concrete surfaces were thoroughly dry. The location of 
these gages is shown in Fig. 3.13. 
The unbalanced moment transferred from the slab to the 
column was obtained by applying a downward load to the slab 
through the use of two 30-ton hydraulic rams and a whiffle-
tree loading mechanism. This type of loading system con-
sisted of a series of small simple beams, and produced four 
point loads to the slab. A thin layer of molding plaster 
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was applied to the concrete surface to ensure. uniform contact 
between the steel loading plates and the concrete slab. The 
location of the loading points for each specimen is shown in 
Fig. 3.1. The loads were measured by means of load cells 
placed between the hydraulic rams and their reactions. The 
rams were connected to a common manifold that operated from 
a single pump so that each ram simultaneously produced the 
same force. All specimens were instrumented to provide 
detailed data on their behavior throughout their entire 
loading history. 
The zero readings for deflections and strains were 
recorded with the specimen in position loaded only by its 
own weight. 
To apply a load increment, the hydraulic pressure in the 
loading rams were raised to a desired value. The deflection 
was then held constant, and during this time data on 
deflections, loads in the rams, ,prestress forces in the 
tendons, strains and cracks were recorded. The magnitude 
of load increments was reduced at load levels near failure. 
The loading of specimen Sl could not be completed in a 
single day, and had to be continued on the following day. 
In total, the test of Sl took approximately 12 hours up to 
failure. For each of the other three specimens, the test 
was completed up to failure approximately seven hours after 
the first load was applied. 
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3.6 Instrumentation 
Each specimen was instrumented to provide detailed 
data on its behavior throughout its entire loading history. 
The instrumentation was designed to obtain the following 
information. 
(a) Loads 
The load was applied to the specimens by means of two 
30-ton capacity center-hole hydraulic rams, acting on i-in. 
diameter high-strength pull bars through a whiffle-tree 
loading mechanism and anchored to the testing floor. The 
forces in the rams were monitored using load cells positioned 
at locations shown in Figs 3.1 and 3.14. The load cells had 
a sensitivity of 8.2 Ibs. per micro-strain on a portable 
strain indicator. 
(b) Prestress Forces 
As described earlier in Section 3.4(b}, aluminium load 
cells were placed at the holding ends of each prestressing 
tendon. The change in tendon forces due to each load 
increment was monitored through these load cells. Figs. 
3.11 and 3.14 show the position of the load cells. 
(c) Horizontal Displacement 
Three mechanical dial gages with an accuracy of 0.001 in. 
were used to determine the horizontal displacements of the 
column with respect to an independent steel frame fixed to the 
laboratory floor. The positions of those gages are shown in 
Fig. 3.1. They are identified by numerals 22, 23, and 24. 
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(d) De~lection at Various Points 
Vertical de~lections along the East-West centerline were 
measured by ~ive mechanical dial gages, and the twisting 
angles o~ the slab in the North-South direction were measured 
by eight mechanical dial gages on each side of the column. 
All dial gages were located above the top surface of the slab 
at positions shown in Fig. 3.15. The dial gages were attached 
to a specially designed steel frame which was fixed to the 
upper column, but independent of the slab and its loading 
system. The accuracy of each gage was 0.001 in. or 0.0001 in. 
(e) Strains 
Electrical resistance strain gages were used at selected 
locations on the surface of the concrete and on the bonded 
top rei~orcement. These strain gages are shown in Figs. 
3.13 and 3.16, respectively. Five l-in. long SR-4 gages were 
placed on the bottom surface, and two were placed on the top 
sur~ace o~ the concrete slab 2-in. ~rom the faces of the 
column. Eight, EA-06-250BG-120 Micro-Measurements gages were 
mounted on the No.3 bonded bars prior to placing the bars 
in the form,' to measure bar behavior during each stage of 
loading until failure. A~ter being placed on the bars, the 
gages were covered carefully with a waterproo~ing compound. 
(~) Data Recording and Reduction 
Electrical impulses ~rom the load cells and strain gages 
/ 
were scanned and amplified by a Vidar data acquisition system 
and were then recorded by a teletype where the strain readings 
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were typed on paper and punched on paper tape. Calibration 
of the data was provided by inserting a known equivalent 
gage output into the circuitry of each channel. Once the 
calibration factors for each gage were determined, the data 
were manually scaled and plotted. 
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4. TEST RESULTS 
Four slab-edge column connections with varying tendon 
arrangements and loading positions were tested to failure. The 
details of the specimens and the experimental methodology were 
given in Chapter 3. A summary of the overall dimensions and 
prestressing stresses for each specimen is given in Table 4.1. 
A large quantity of data, in the form of dial gage 
measurements, electrical strain gage measurements on the 
bonded reinforcing bars and the concrete surfaces, tendon 
forces, and crack patterns, was accumulated from the tests. 
In order to facilitate the comparison of the behavior of the 
four specimens, the data for each type of measurement will be 
presented and discussed as a unit for all four specimens. 
4.1 Moment-Deflection Relationships 
The specimens were loaded by increments, and the moment 
at each load increment was obtained by multiplying the total 
applied load by the distance from the applied load to the 
face of the column. The location of the loading points for 
each specimen is shown in Fig. 3.1. 
The deformation of the specimens under applied load 
was measured by dial gages at locations shown in Fig. 3.15. 
The deflections shown are the increases measured during the 
test and do not include the dead load of the concrete slab or 
the loading frame. The deflections plotted in the moment-
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deflection curves are the deflections measured at dial gage 
No. 13 shown in Fig. 3.15, which was located at a distance 
of 42 in. from the face of the column or 6 in. from the east 
edge of the specimen. This will be referred to as the edge 
deflection in the subsequent discussion. The curves of moment 
versus deflection for all four specimens are shown in Fig. 4.1. 
The moment, shear and the edge deflections at peak load for 
these four specimen~ along with the observed failure modes 
are tabulated in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
(a) Specimen Sl 
Initially, the slab was uncracked, and the moment-
deflection curve was almost linear. The slope of the curve 
changed as cracking of concr~te developed on the tensile 
surface of the slab. After cracking a decrease in stiffness 
of. the connection was evident. The curve of Fig. 4.2 shows 
the recovery of the slab with removal of the applied load. 
Following reloading, the specimen behavior appeared to be 
unchanged. A second decrease in the stiffness began with the 
yielding of the top bonded reinforcement. The transitions 
between these stages were gradual because of gradual spread 
of both cracking and yielding throughout the slab. ·The load 
was again released, and the residual deflection of the slab 
was about 0.111 in., which was approximately twice the residual 
deflection after the first removal of the applied load. 
During the third loading sequence, the deflection curve 
again indicates that the flexural stiffness was approximately 
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the same as it would have been if the slab had been loaded 
up to these loads initially_ As the ultimate moment was 
approached, crushing was noticed at the intersection of the 
bottom surface of the slab and the east column face. Once 
crushing developed at the front column face, the capacity 
decreased with increasing displacements. The ultimate moment 
of 43.23 k-ft was accompanied by an edge deflection of about 
1.449 in. The load was then released after the maximum load 
was reached. At zero load after unloading, the residual 
deflection at the edge of the slab was about 0.381 in. 
The specimen was reloaded for the fourth time, and again 
the deflection curve indicates that the flexural stiffness was 
approximately the same as when it was terminated in the third 
loading sequence. The moment decreased with increasing slab 
deflection. It is apparent that considerable rotation oc-
curred directly at the face of the column. This contributed 
greatly to the edge deflection. Since the deflection was 
quite large, the test was terminated due to concern for poss-
ible catastrophic failure of the connection. The behavior 
of the specimen was quite ductile, and the final residual 
deflection at the conclusion of the test was about 1.145 in. 
It appears that the ultimate load and the behavior of 
the slab during testing were not unfavorably affected by the 
repeated loading. 
A photograph of specimen Sl at completion of testing is 
shown in Fig. 4.3, and it is apparent that the slab folded 
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down markedly along a yield line passing along the face of the 
column. This will be more clearly shown in a later section 
when deflection profiles are plotted. 
(b) Specimen S2 
Specimen S2 was essentially identical to specimen Sl in 
the amounts and distribution of the reinforcement, and in its 
slab thickness and column size. The principal variable was 
the location of the .loading points. 
The moment-deflection curve for specimen 32 is-also shown 
in Fig. 4.1. At the early stages of loading the specimen 
exhibited the same behavior as specimen 81 and the deflections 
were nearly the same. Some difference in the response re-
sulted from their slightly differing concrete strengths and 
prestressing forces. After yielding of the top bonded 
reinforcement, the behavior of specimens 81 and 82 differed 
considerably. This specimen, as compared with specimen Sl, 
exhibited significantly lower ultimate moment. The ultimate 
moment of 37.01 k-ft was accompanied by an edge deflection 
of 0.919 in. Just before failure, the stiffness of the 
connection decreased rather significantlYe Specimen 82 
exhibited a rather brittle behavior, and failed in shear by 
a sudden collapse of the compression zone below the inclined 
cracks. The slab failed along a surface formed by inclined 
cracks in the immediate vicinity of the column. The failure 
surface had a shape approximating the surface of a truncated 
cone spreading from the column. As soon as shear failure 
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occurred, the pressure in the hydraulic system relieved 
itself and the load decreased to about 1.8 k. A photograph 
of the specimen after completion of the test is shown in 
Fig. 4.4. 
Since the details of 81 and 82 were nearly identical, 
the moment capacities of the slabs should have been the same. 
A comparison of the moment-deflection curves for Sl and 82 in 
Fig. 4.1 indicates that the presence of the higher shear 
stresses for 82 resulted in a connection failure at a moment 
significantly lower than the flexural capacity of the slab. 
(c) Specimen 83 
Specimen 83 had a different reinforcing pattern than 81 
and S2. Therefore, its flexural capacity was significantly 
lower. However, at early stages of loading the specimens 
exhibited similar behavior, and deflections were very nearly 
the same as those for the first two specimens. As cracking 
developed, the behavior of the specimens with the two rein-
forcing patterns differed considerably. A second decrease in 
the stiffness began with the start of significant yielding of 
the top bonded reinforcement. The moment-deflection curve 
became nearly horizontal as yielding of the reinforcement 
extended throughout the slab. The transition between these 
three stages was gradual because of gradual spread of both 
cracking and yielding throughout the slab. The behavior of 
specimen 83 as the failure load was approached was quite 
ductile and was very similar to that of 81 as shown by the 
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moment-deflection curve of Fig. 4.1. 
The ultimate moment of 29.79 k-ft was accompanied by an 
edge deflection of 1.511 in. It appeared that at their 
respective peak loads, the edge deflections of specimens S3 
and Sl were very close to each other. The final deflection 
at the conclusion of the test was 2.055 in. Very large 
deflection occurred in the slab, and the test was terminated 
due to concern for qatastrophic failure of the connection. 
The strength of the specimen was controlled by flexure in 
the slab rather than by the shear capacity of the connection. 
A photograph of the specimen after testing is presented in 
Fig. 4.5. 
Cd) Specimen S4 
Specimen s4 was nearly identical to specimen S3 except 
for the location of the applied load. Therefore, their 
flexural capacities should have been identical. The moment-
deflection curve for specimen s4 is also shown in Fig. 4.1. 
At the early stages of loading the specimen exhibited the 
same behavior, and deflections were very nearly the same 
as those for specimen S3. Some difference in the response 
resulted from their differing concrete strengths and pre-
stressing forces. As the peak load was approached, specimen 
S4 exhibited a sudden failure in shear at the front column 
face. As with S2, the detrimental effect of high shear 
stresses in the connection region on the ability of the slab 
to transmit moment to the column was evident. Unlike S2, no 
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crushing was observed at the slab-column intersection on the 
east, bottom face of the specimen prior to failure. The 
ultimate moment of 26.39 k-ft was accompanied by an edge 
deflection of 0.837 in. At peak loads the edge deflections 
of specimens 84 and 82 were very close to each other. As 
soon as shear failure occurred, the pressure in the hydraulic 
system relieved itself and the load decreased to about 13.14 k. 
A photograph of the specimen after :completion of testing is 
shown in Fig. 4.6. 
4.2 Slab Deflection Profiles 
The deflected profiles of the slabs along their central 
west-east axis for several critical load stages are shown in 
Figs. 4.7 through 4.10. These profiles are of importance in 
comparing the response of the connections at several critical 
load stages. 
The rigid body rotation of the slabs relative to the 
columns caused by the initial cracking at the front face of 
the column can be seen in the slab deflection profiles of all 
specimens. Increasing the load produced additional rotations 
due to gradual spread of both cracking and yielding throughout 
the slab. 
The deflection profiles reveal the basic difference in 
the nature of the two types of failures, flexural and shear, 
that were investigated in this series of tests. As the 
failure load was approached for specimens Sl and S3, con-
siderable rotation occurred at the front face area of the 
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column and this resulted in a folding action of the slab. 
The rigid-body-type rotation of the slab relative to the 
column that resulted from these flexural failures is apparent 
in Figs. 4.7 and 4.9- The profiles associated with shear 
failures are shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.10. As would be expected 
with punching, the failure cone intersecting the top surface 
OI the slab is clearly defined. The broken lines on these 
figures indicate wh~re the failure cone intersected the top 
surfaces of the slabs of specimens.S2 and 84. 
Because of the concentration of tendons over the column 
the flexural stiffness of specimen S2 was much greater than of 
specimen 84. As expected, the ultimate moment of specimen 
82 measured at the face of the column was also larger than 
that of 84. Therefore, the local failure of specimen 82 
around the connection was accompanied by significant crushing 
of the compression zone of the slab, while no crushing was 
observed on the bottom face of specimen S4. The absence of 
bottom steel in the slab passing through the column and the 
crushing of the compression zone of specimen S2 were the main 
causes of the significant movement of the slab down the column 
after shear failure had occurred. The top steel is not effec-
tive in providing post-punching resistance because it tends 
to tear out a SUbstantial area of the concrete cover of the 
slab. Therefore, the failure region of specimen S2 was more 
pronounced than s4. 
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4.3 Internal Cracking 
The slabs generally experienced major shear distress at 
the area of the column corners, and cracking appears to have 
developed first in the slab near the corners. Since the 
initiation of the inclined cracking in the slab could not be 
precisely detected, the development of inclined cracking in 
the vicinity of the column was detected indirectly by observ-
ing the change in the pattern of the deflections of the slab 
at locations No.5 and No. 14 as shown in Fig. 3.16. This 
indirect method, while not highly sensitive, is thought to 
provide qualitative information on internal cracking of the 
specimens. The curves of moment versus deflection are shown 
in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. Since the measured deflections at 
those two locations were very small, it would be expected 
that they would differ somewhat from each other especially 
when those two locations were crossed by flex~ral or torsional 
cracks. However, by observing the trends in the deflections 
at those points, some general statements about internal 
cracking may be made. 
Comparison of those curves shows consistently a very 
distinct behavior of the specimens at those two locations. 
The change in direction of deflections generally occurred 
immediately before or at the time when the maximum applied 
load was recorded. For specimens Sl and SJ, which failed in 
flexure, the moment-deflection curves for those two locations 
are gradual throughout the tests, and the change in direction 
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of deflections occurred before the maximum applied loads were 
recorded. For specimens S2 and 84, which failed in shear, a 
distinct change in the direction of deflection was observed 
at one of the two locations, and it occurred at the time 
when the maximum applied load was recorded. This evidence 
is thought to correspond to the pronounced opening of the 
inclined cracks in the vicinity of the column, and suggests 
a failure mechanism .for specimens 82 and s4. Before cracking, 
the shear stress in the slab should follow closely the para-
bolic shear stress distribution. Consequently, the inclined 
cracking begins near the center of the slab. The nature of 
the punching shear failure for a slab is generally progressive. 
The slab failed first at one.of the corners, and the shear 
capacity of this region was lost. The inclined crack opened 
and propagated to the compression surface, and the slab area 
adjacent to this column face became ineffective in transferring 
the load. Punching followed as the areas remaining to transfer 
the shear were unable to do so and the formation of the crack 
forming the failure cone was quickly completed. 
4.4 Concrete Strain 
Concrete strains were measured at various locations on 
the tensile and compressive surfaces of the slab as described 
in Section 3.6(e). The measured concrete strains are plotted 
as a function of the applied moment in Figs. 4.13 through 4.20. 
The tensile and compressive strains increased linearly 
up to the cracking load. After cracking had occurred at the 
top surface of the slab, no meaningful data could be obtained 
from the tensile strain gages. The compressive strains in-
creased further as the moment increased until near failure. 
It appears that the readings of the compressive strain of 
specimen Sl was not unfavorably affected by the repeated 
loadings. At the ultimate ioad, the compressive strains of 
specimens Sl and S2, at points located at a distance of 2 in. 
from the column face, were about 0.003. Since the strain in 
the concrete increases directly with the bending moments in 
the slab, the actual strain at the column face of specimens 
Sl and S2 must have been greater than 0.00], and it was thus 
greater than the usual limiting compressive strain recommended 
by ACI for unconfined concrete. This observation was confirmed 
by the crushing of the compression surface as the ultimate 
applied load was approached. For specimen S] the strain 
recorded at peak load was about 0.0022, and as failure was 
approached the maximum strain recorded was about 0.00]6. For 
the same r~ason, it appeared that the limiting compressive 
strain was also approached in specimen S], and crushing was 
also observed. Since the bending moment in s4 was relatively 
small, the maximum compressive strain recorded was only about 
0.0008, and it is no surprise that no crushing was observed 
on the bottom surface of specimen s4. 
4.5 Steel Strain 
Strain gages were attached to the top bonded reinforce-
ment at several locations as described in Section 3.6(e). 
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These gages provided information on how far yielding of the 
section had spread across the width of the specimen. One 
gage was damaged while casting each of specimens 81, 82 
and 8J. 
The measured strains are plotted as a function of the 
applied moments in Figs 4.21 through 4.24. Initially, the 
moment-strain curves were almost linear until the slab began 
to crack. The strain in the bars passing through the column 
increased more than the others. The load was increased and 
yielding occurred in the top bars. It is interesting to note 
that the steel strain in specimen 82 followed the curve for 
specimen Sl very closely up to the load at which shear failure 
took place. The same phenomenon happened for specimens SJ and 
S4. A sudden increase of strains was recorded in the final 
seconds before failure of the specimen. It is apparent that 
the strain in the top bars was well beyond the yield strain. 
Yielding had developed probably to the edges of the specimen. 
Yielding of the reinforcement results in a concentration of 
rotation along the line of the slab-column interface, and the 
majority of the edge deflection of the slab was the result of 
this rotation. As expected, bars passing through the column 
in the direction transverse to moment transfer were never 
highly stressed. 
4.6 Tendon Stress 
The tendon stresses were measured during the tests by 
means of load cells placed at the holding ends of the tendons. 
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The increase in tendon stress was greatest for tendons passing 
through the column. A plot of the increase in tendon stress 
versus moment for the tendon in each specimen that experienced 
the largest stress increase is shown in Fig. 4.25. 
During the early stages of loading, the increase in tendon 
stress was not significant. The stress began to increase when 
cracking developed, and the deflection of the slab was large 
enough to cause elongation in the unbonded tendon. The tendon 
stress increased gradually with load until yielding developed 
in the bonded bars, after which it increased at a greater rate. 
This is generally observed in members with unbonded tendons. 
As the applied load approached the failure load, larger in-
creases in tendon stress were obtained at the expense of very 
large deflections. Major cracking developed before this stage 
of behavior. As might be expected, very little change of 
tendon stress was recorded in the direction transverse to the 
direction of moment transfer. 
A tabulation of initial stresses at the beginning of the 
tests, the ACI prediction of stress increase, and the measured 
stress increases based on the load cell measurements are shown 
in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The results gave some indications of 
how the tendon stress increases varied across the specimens. 
As previously mentioned, the stress in the tendons passing 
through the column increased more than for the tendons outside 
the column. This is reasonable since the greatest slab curva-
ture occurred in the region near the column. The results 
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shown in Tables 4,4 and 4.5 also indicate that the ACI equation 
greatly overestimated the increase in tendon stress for all 
four specimens. This problem will be addressed in the next 
chapter of this report. 
The tendon stress increase versus moment curves have 
similar shapes to the moment versus deflection curves for 
their respective tests. This observation led to the plotting 
of tendon stress increase versus rotation as shown in Fig. 
4.26. The rotation at each load increment was obtained by 
dividing the deflection of the slab at the location of the 
loading point by the distance from the applied load to the 
face of the column. After yielding of the bonded bars, the 
relationship between tendon stress increase and rotation is 
relatively linear until the ultimate moment is reached. This 
result is not particularly unexpected, since it appears that 
the tendon stress increase is primarily a geometrical problem 
depending on the initial geometry of the system and on the 
total rotation in the hinging region. The tendon stress in-
crease is directly related to the total change in length of 
the concrete slab at the level of the tendon. It is inter-
esting to note that the rotation, and therefore the increase 
in tendon stress, of specimens S1 and 83 at peak load are 
very close to each other, and they both failed in flexure. 
This observation is also valid for specimens 82 and 84, which 
failed in shear. 8ince specimens 81 and 83 which failed in 
flexure experienced larger rotations before failure than did 
S2 and S4 which failed in shear, it follows that the increase 
in tendon stress was also larger for S1 and S3 than for S2 
and S4. 
4.7 Cracking 
The specimens were loaded by increments, and the cracks 
were marked as they appeared. Numbers were written on the 
crack lines to indicate the load step number at which the 
crack became visible. The crack width at some sp·ecific points 
was measured by means of a 7-power optical comparator having 
a set of lines of various widths on a glass reticle. 
The crack patterns for each specimen at various loadings 
are shown in Figs. 4.27 through 4.45. The failure modes were 
relatively complex, and the crack patterns tended to vary 
somewhat, but certain common features were still noticeable. 
(a) Specimen S1 
In all specimens, the first crack to become visible 
originated at the N-E and S-E column corners, and developed 
gradually over the front face of the column. This crack could 
be described as a typical flexural crack, and occurred at the 
tension surface of the slab once the tensile strength of the 
concrete was exceeded. Loading beyond this produced additional 
flexural cracks at greater distances from the column face. 
When the load was released for the first time the cracks closed 
completely. The first unloading was prior to yielding of the 
bonded steel. 
During the next loading sequence, flexural cracks appeared 
at the north and south edges of the specimen. With a further 
increase in the load the cracks beginning at the edge of the 
specimen and those at the center of the slab propagated 
towards each other and eventually developed over the entire 
width of the slab. Also during this stage of loading, torsion 
cracks developed in the slab to the north and south sides of 
the column. Torsional cracking could be easily identified by 
crack formation ext~nding backwards from the inner column 
corners towards the slab edge. The crack pattern on the top 
surface for Sl at about the time that the bonded steel yielded 
is shown in Fig. 4.27. The load was again released, but the 
residual tensile strain existed in the steel. This permanent 
elongation remaining in the steel did not allow the cracks 
to close completelyo 
During the third loading sequence, more flexural and 
torsional cracks developed as the load approached the ultimate 
capacity of the slab. The crack widths gradually increased, 
and the maximum crack width at the maximum applied load was 
about 0.6 mm. or 0.024 in. Torsion cracks progressed down 
the free edge of the slab at an angle of approximately 35 
degrees to the horizontal, and proceeded up the bottom surface 
of the slab. The column was generally unaffected during the 
test, except for splitting near the surface of the slab. 
Crushing was also observed at the intersection of the bottom 
face of the slab and the east column face. Once crushing 
developed at the front face, the capacity decreased with 
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increasing displacements. The loading of specimen S1 could 
not be completed in a single day, and the load was released 
after the maximum load had been reached. Again the cracks 
did not close completely at zero load after unloading. The 
crack pattern at peak load is shown in Fig. 4.28. 
On the following day, the specimen was reloaded, but 
the previous maximum load could not be reached in this loading 
sequence. It is apparent that considerable rotation occurred 
directly at the face of the column, and that this contribution 
to the edge deflection was large. In attempting to retain 
a doubly-curved shape, tensile stresses resulted in a crack 
at the top W-E centerline of the slab. Extensive crushing 
developed at the east column face, and spalling also occurred 
along the torsion cracks on the bottom face of the slab. 
When evidence of incipient failure became visible, the test 
was terminated. It is apparent from Figs. 4.29 through 4.31 
that flexural and torsional cracking were well developed on 
both the top and bottom surfaces by the completion of the test. 
(b) Specimen S2 
At the early stages of loading, specimen S2 exhibited 
nearly the same behavior and crack patterns as for specimen 
S1. The crack patterns consisted primarily of flexural and 
torsional cracks throughout the top surface of the slabe 
The crack pattern at yield is shown in Fig. 4.32. With a 
further increase in the load crushing was observed at the 
intersection of the bottom face of the slab and the east 
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column face. The punching failure quickly followed as the 
areas remaining to transfer the shear were unable to do so. 
The failure was sudden, occurring when a truncated pyramid 
of concrete around the column "punched" through the slab. 
After the shear crack had formed, the reinforcement attempted 
to carry the applied load by dowel action. This caused a 
splitting action of the concrete along the tensile reinforce-
ment which resulted .in the surface cracks that were visible 
on the top surface at failure. Considerable amounts of 
concrete cover were torn off along the failure crack. Inclined 
cracks forming the failure surface originated inside the slab 
and spread to both faces. Spalling also occurred along the 
torsion cracks on the bottom· face of the slab. The crack 
patterns at failure of S2 are shown in Figs 4.34 through 4.36. 
After yielding of the top bonded reinforcement part of 
the unbalanced moment was transmitted to the side faces as 
torsional moments. Since the moment-shear ratio of specimen 
82 was smaller as compared to specimen S1, the unbalanced 
bending moment was also smaller. Consequently, part of the 
unbalanced bending moment transmitted to the side faces as 
torsional moment was also smaller, and therefore, specimen 
S2 exhibited less extensive torsion cracks. 
(c) Specimen S3 
It is apparent from the test results of S3 and S4 that 
the use of different reinforcing patterns does not change the 
gross behavior of the connection at the early stages of 
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loading. The first crack to become visible for S3 also 
originated at the N-E and 8-E column corners. With increasing 
load, flexural and torsional cracks developed throughout the 
slab. The torsional cracking extended to the free edge, 
continued across the free edge, and proceeded across the bottom 
surface of the slab, as can be seen in Figs. 4.37 through 4.41. 
At loads beyond yield torsional cracks were quite wide, and 
the test was terminated due to concern for possible complete 
collapse of the specimen. As the failure load was approached, 
crushing was observed at the intersection of the bottom 
surface of the slab and the east column face due to the large 
rotation of the connection. In this lightly reinforced 
specimen, the strength of the connection was primarily 
controlled by yielding of the bonded bars in the connection 
area. 
(d) Specimen s4 
Initially, this specimen exhibited nearly the same crack 
pattern as did specimen S3. As the peak load was approached, 
specimen 84 failed in shear along a surface formed by inclined 
cracks in the immediate vicinity of the column. As the moment-
shear ratio was small, the shear force was more significant 
than the bending moment. The surface cracks at the failure 
location were not flexural cracks, but resulted from a 
splitting action of the top concrete cover after the shear 
crack had formed. In this specimen, the punching failure 
occurred without any prior sign of crushing or spalling of 
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the concrete. The crack patterns for S4 are shown in Figs. 
4.42 through 4.45. 
4.8 Twist 
Vertical displacements along two lines parallel to the 
exterior edge of the slab were measured at various times 
during testing. The location of the dial gages is shown in 
Fig. 3.15. The tangent of the twisting angle of the portion 
of the slab to the side of the column was obtained from the 
corresponding difference in the vertical displacement of the 
slab measured along the two parallel lines divided by the 
distance between the two lines. The twisting angles plotted 
in the twisting angle-moment curves are the twisting angles 
determined from the displacements measured by dial gages No.4 
and No.8 as shown in Fig. 3.15. The twisting angle-moment 
curves for all four specimens are shown in 4.46. 
The twisting angle-moment relationships for the four 
specimens were quite similar. The twisting measured before 
yielding of the top bonded steel was relatively small. After 
the steel yielded, the twisting angle increased rapidly until 
the specimens failed. In addition, torsional cracking of the 
slabs was not prominent prior to yielding. Therefore, it 
appears that after yielding of the bonded steel, the percen-
tage of the unbalanced moment transmitted to the column as 
torsional moments on the side faces increased. 
The variation of the twisting angles along the edges of 
the slabs were also plotted for several critical load stages. 
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These curves are shown in Figs. 4.47 through 4.50. It can 
be seen that the rate of change in the twisting angles was 
greatest near the side face of the column. This also corre-
sponds to the region that experienced the most torsional 
cracking. Therefore, these measured twisting angles can 
provide some qualitative information on the distribution 
of torsion of the slab at the various loading stages. 
4.9 Summary of Test Results 
Four slab-edge column specimens with varying tendon 
arrangement and loading positions were loaded incrementally 
until failure occurred. The bonded reinforcement was ident-
ical for all four specimens. Two of the specimens had 
11-3/8 in. diameter tendons (heavily reinforced) and two had 
4-3/8 in. diameter tendons (lightly reinforced) running 
perpendicular to the direction of the exterior edge of the 
slabs. The following phenomena were observed during the four 
stages of specimen behavior: 
Before Cracking 
1. ~he moment-deflection relationship was linear for 
all specimens and the stiffness of each was approximately 
the same. 
2. The stress in the tendons remained constant. 
From Cracking to Yield 
1. A gradual decrease in stiffness for all specimens 
was observed. The decrease in stiffness was more rapid for 
the lightly reinforced specimens. 
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2. A series of flexural cracks developed in all four 
specimens. Small torsional cracks appeared in the heavily 
reinforced specimens. 
3. Small twist angles were observed opposite the side 
faces o£ the column. 
4. The increase in the tendon stresses was proportional 
to the edge de£lections of the slabs. 
From Yield to Peak Load 
1. Yielding of the bonded steel occurred for each 
specimen at approximately the same edge deflection. 
2. The stif£ness of the specimens decreased rapidly 
until the peak load was reached. 
J. The edge deflections of the specimens resulted 
mainly £rom a rotation of the slab about a yield line that 
formed along one of the flexural cracks. 
4. Torsional cracks became more apparent £or all 
specimens but were most extensive for the heavily reinforced 
specimens. The torsional cracking was accompanied by 
increasing twist angles. 
5. The increase in the tendon stresses was still 
proportional to the rotation of the slabs. 
From Peak Load to Failure 
1. Highly developed torsional cracks were present on 
all specimens and were accompanied by very large twisting 
angles. 
2. Crushing occurred at the intersection of the 
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compression side of the slab and the column for three of the 
specimens. Crushing began at about the same slab rotation 
for each of these, and this corresponded to the rotation at 
the peak load for the two specimens that failed in flexure. 
The fourth specimen failed in shear before it reached this 
level of slab rotation. 
3. The peak loads of the two specimens that failed in 
shear occurred at about the same slab rotation. The specimens 
that failed in flexure experienced the same phenomenon, but 
this occurred at larger rotation as compared to the specimens 
that failed in shear. 
4. The relationship between the increase in the tendon 
stress and the slab rotation was no longer linear. 
5. The specimens that failed in flexure exhibited more 
ductility than those that failed in shear. 
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5. MODELS FOR PREDICTING THE STRENGTH OF PRESTRESSED 
CONCRETE PLATE-EDGE COLUMN CONNECTIONS 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter three models for predicting the strength 
of prestressed concrete flat plate-edge column connections 
are discussed. The strengths and behavior predicted by the 
models are compared with measured strengths and the observed 
behavior of the four specimens tested in this investigation 
and of several specimens tested by other investigators. 
All of the models for predicting the flexural strength 
of a member with unbonded tendons require a prediction of 
the stress in the tendons at the ultimate moment of the 
member. The problems associated with predicting the tendon 
stress are discussed and several models for predicting the 
tendon stress are presented and evaluated with ·respect to 
measured values. 
Results of a linear finite element analysis of one of 
the specimens are also presented. These are helpful in 
determining the state of stress in the specimen after 
prestressing and in understanding the behavior of the 
specimen before cracking occurs. 
5.2 ACI Code Approach 
5.2.1 Flexural Strength 
As recommended in the 1977 ACI Building Code, the 
ultimate strength of a section containing both bonded 
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reinforcement and unbonded post-tensioned tendons can be 
calculated from the following expression: 
Mu = [A f (d - a/2) + A f (d - a/2)] lb-in ps ps ps s y s 
where 
A = area of unbonded tendons in slab strip of width b, ps 
sq. in. 
fps = stress in unbonded tendon at failure in flexure, psi 
d = depth of unbonded tendon, in. ps 
a = depth of equivalent rectangular compression 
zone, in. 
b = width of section being considered, in. 
A = area of bonded reinforcement in slab strip of 
s 
width b, sq. in. 
f = yield stress of bonded reinforcement, psi y 
d = depth of bonded reinforcement, in. 
s 
Because slipping occurs between the unbonded tendons and the 
concrete, the stress in the tendons at failure, f ps ' cannot 
be accurately computed. Eq. (18-4) of the ACI Building Code 
may be used for predicting the stress in the tendons when 
the ultimate moment of the slab is reached: 
f' 
c 
,psi 
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f s f ps py (5.3) 
f s f + 60,000 ,psi ps se 
where 
f = effective prestress se at service load, after 
losses, psi 
f = yield stress of prestressed reinforcement, psi py 
~ = reinforcement ratio of ~nbonded tendons. 
These equations, which were derived from tests of post-
tensioned beams, yield unconservative values of tendon stress 
when the span-depth ratio of a member is typical for that of 
slabs. A revision of Eq. (5~2) to be applied to members with 
span-depth ratios greater than 35 is currently under 
consideration by ACI Committee 318. A discussion of this 
phenomenon is given in Section 5.3. 
502.2 Shear Strength 
Provisions in" the ACI Building Code for analyzing moment 
transfer to columns are given only for reinforced concrete 
slabs with no recommendations given for the design of 
prestressed slabs. The analysis of shear stress on the 
critical section is based on an elastic model which assumes 
that the total shear stress distribution may be approximated 
as the superposition of the uniform shear stress caused by 
the shear force and the nonuniform shear stress produced by 
the portion of the total unbalanced moment assumed to be 
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transmitted to the column by shear. The shear stresses 
produced by the unbalanced moment are assumed to vary linearly 
with distance from the centroidal axis of the critical section. 
The remainder of the unbalanced bending moment is transmitted 
directly to the column by flexure in the slab. This approach 
is semiempirical, and is based on investigations by Hanson 
and Hanson [18J. The assumed critical section is taken as 
being a distance d/2 from the column periphery. Fig. 2.1 
shows the assumed critical section and distribution of shear 
stress in the slab when moment is trans£erred normal to the 
edge o£ the slab. The shear stress in the slab at face AB, 
and at points C and D of the critical section are given by 
where 
v 
"tv (Mu - V g) CAB u u 
vAB = - + psi 
Ac J c 
V "tv (Mu - V g) CCD u u 
Vc = vD = psi A J 
c c 
v = ultimate shear force, acting at the centroidal 
u 
axis of the column section, lb 
M = ultimate unbalanced bending moment, acting about 
u 
the centroidal axis of the column section, lb-in. 
CAB = distance from face AB of the critical section 
to centroidal axis CC, in. 
[C 1 + d/2J2 d 
CAB = (5.7) 
Ac 
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CCD = distance from points C and D of the critical 
section to centroidal axis CC, in. 
CCD = [C1 + d/2] - CAB (5.8) 
g = distance between the centroidal axis of the 
critical section, and the centroidal axis of 
the column, in .. 
A = area of concrete at critical section, sq. in. 
c 
Ac = d [2C 1 ~ C2 + 2d] (5.9) 
Yv = fraction of unbalanced. moment transferred by 
shear stresses at slab-column.connections 
J 
c 
= 
= 
property of section analogous 
of inertia, " 4 In . 
2d [C 1 + d/2].3 .2 [C1 + d/2] 
+ 
12 12 
(C 1 + d/2) 
to polar moment 
d.3 
+ [C2 + d] d 
2 
CAB 
+ 2 [C1 + d/2] d [ 
2 
- CAB] (5.10) 
·2 
In Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), the first term is the uniform shear 
stress and the second term is the shear stress resulting from 
the unbalanced moment. The nominal shear strength of the 
connection of a reinIorced concrete slab is reached when the 
maximum shear stress at the critical section, vAB ' Vc or vD' 
reaches v , where for normal weight concrete 
c 
psi psi (5.11) 
where 
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Sc = ratio of long side to short side of the column 
f' = compressive cylinder strength of concrete, psi. 
c 
Although ACI Building Code does not provide detailed 
provisions for the design of prestressed concrete slabs, it is 
clear from the Commentary [2J that the principal design guide 
is the "Tentative Recommendations for Prestressed Concrete 
Flat Plates," which was prepared by ACI-ASCE Committee 423 
on Prestressed Concrete. This report recommends that 
the limiting shear stress on the critical section of a 
prestressed slab is given by 
v = 3.5~ + 0.3f ,psi 
cw c pc 
where 
(5.12) 
f' = compressive cylinder strength of concrete, psi 
c 
f = average compressive stress in concrete due to pc 
effective prestress force only, psi. 
However, when using Eq. (5.12) f is limited to 500 psi and pc 
f' to 5,000 psi since these are the limits for which test 
c 
data is available. The above expression was originally 
developed for web-shear cracking in prestressed beams. This 
type of cracking is associated with principal tensile stresses 
in the area of the web where there are no flexural cracks and 
near the centroid of the beam where the principal tensile 
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stresses are the greatest. Since the state of stress in the 
web of a prestressed beam is quite different from that of a 
two-way slab where f pc could be substantially different in 
the two directions and where high confining stresses are 
able to develop normal to the flexural stress, Ega (5.12) 
should be quite conservative. This phenomenon will be 
discussed further in Section 5.4. 
The value of fpc to use for an edge column is not clear, 
particularly when the level of prestress differs appreciably 
in the two directions. For interior column connections the 
average value of f for the slab is used. At the edge pc 
column the actual value of f could be quite different from pc 
the average and would depend ,on the location of the tendons 
with respect to the critical section. If some tendons are 
passing through the columns, ACI-ASCE Committee 423 recommends 
using the average value. A proposal to use Ega (5.11) for 
evaluating v for edge column connections of prestressed slabs 
c 
is currently being considered as a requirement in the 1983 ACI 
Building Code. 
5.2.3 Comparison of Measured and Computed Strengths 
In order to evaluate the model for predictip~ connection 
strength recommended by ACI, the observed strengths of the 
four test specimens were compared to values computed using 
the ACI model. Since the relationship between shear and 
moment is dictated by the geometry and loading position of 
each specimen, M may be written as a function of V and 
u u 
substituted into Egs. (5.5) and (5.6). The ultimate shear 
force may then be found as a function of the u~timate shear 
stress. The comparison of measured and predicted connection 
strengths is shown in Table 5.1 for two values of v , one 
c 
using Ega (5.12) and one using Eg. (5.11). When Eg. (5.12) 
was used for estimating v
cw
' the actual value of fpc for each 
specimen was used in the calculation. The values shown for 
Mu are the ultimate moment at the column centerline, and they 
were determined from the computed value of V and the position 
u 
of the load for each specimen. 
All of the predicted connection strengths were lower than 
the observed values and those which were based on v using 
c 
Eqa (5.11) were the most. conservative. For specimens Sl and SJ 
the actual shear strengths are unknown since flexural failures 
occurred in the slabs before the connection failed in shear. 
Therefore, the observed values may be thought of as lower 
bounds on the actual connection strengths. 
The results for these four specimens suggest that the 
ACI method of predicting connection strength is conservative 
but not consistently so. The error in the calculated values 
of V ranged from 2.9 % for S2 to 18.5 % for Sl. Ironically, 
u 
the error was smallest for specimens S2 and s4 that actually 
had shear failures. 
In addition to being conservative, the ACI model does 
not reflect the observed failure mechanism of the specimens. 
For specimen S2 the strength of the connection is governed 
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by Eq. (5.6) which implies that the ~ailure should begin on 
the critical section at the ~ree edge o~ the slab. The actual 
~ailure began at or near the face o~ the column opposite the 
~ree edge. However, a model for use in design need not 
actually re~lect the precise failure mode provided that it is 
conservative (but not overly so) and reasonably consistent. 
It should not ,be surprising that the ACI model does not 
accurately predict ~he failure mode since it is based on 
an elastic theory. 
The ultimate ~lexural strengths of the slabs calculated 
using Eq. (5.1) are shown in Table 5.2. The width of the 
section, b, used in the calculation was the entire width o~ 
the specimens. Since the geometry and loading position o~ 
each specimen is known, the ultimate moment at the column 
centerline M could be determined ~rom the ~lexural strength 
u 
of the slabs calculated at the face o~ the column. Although 
it appears that the ultimate flexural strengths calculated 
by the ACI method were close to the observed strengths, the 
actual stresses at ultimate load in the bonded rein~orcement 
and in the unbonded tendons were quite dif~erent ~rom the 
stresses speci~ied by the ACI Code. These stresses are also 
shown in Table 5.2. All o~ the observed stresses in the 
tendons were smaller than the ACI predicted stresses, while 
the observed stresses in the bonded reinforcement were higher 
than the actual yield stress. And ~or this reason, the 
calculated flexural strengths were reasonably close to the 
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observed strengths. 
Since the ACI equation for predicting the stress in the 
tendon at flexural strength, f , is unconservative for slabs, ps 
it will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3 to provide 
a better understanding of the problem. 
5.3 Stress in Unbonded Tendon 
5.3.1 Introduction 
When a prestressed concrete flat plate with unbonded 
tendons is loaded, slipping occurs between the tendon and the 
surrounding concrete. Compatibility of strain between the 
tendon and the concrete does not exist, and therefore, it is 
difficult to predict accurately the stress in the tendon when 
the flexural strength of the slab is reached. Since the 
deformation of the unbonded tendon resulting from the applied 
load is distributed throughout the entire length of the tendon, 
the tendon stress increases more slowly than it would in a 
similar member with bonded tendons. 
The current design practice for predicting the stress, 
fps' in the tendon at ultimate moment of the slab is to use 
Eq. (5.2). Since this equation was derived from the results 
of tests of beams with small span-depth ratios compared with 
those typical of slabs, Eq. (5.2) may not be valid when 
applied to slabs. Data from available tests summarized by 
Mojtahedi and Gamble [35J shows that Eq. (5.2) may over-
estimate the stress in the unbonded tendon if the span-
thickness ratio is about 45. They demonstrated that at 
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least one additional factor, the span-depth ratio, needs to 
be introduced into the prediction equation for the tendon 
stress, f ,as its effect on the increase in stress is ps 
pronounced. 
The purpose of this section is twofold: (1) to describe 
an approach for evaluating the relationship which exists 
between stress increase in the tendon and rotations of the 
slab at failure, th~s providing a tool for predicting the 
tendon stress increase in flat plate structures; and (2) to 
present the results obtained by applying this approach to 
several previous tests, thus giving some insight into the 
nature of this relationship. 
In Section 4.6 it was ooserved that the stress in the 
tendons passing through the column increased more than in the 
tendons outside the column. The following approach will 
focus on the stress increase of tendons passing through 
the column. 
5.].2 Basic Formula for Predicting Tendon Stress 
The experimental results presented in Section 4.6 
indicate that the tendon stress increase is primarily a 
function of geometry depending on the initial geometry of 
the tendon and on the deformation of the slab. The tendon 
stress increase is proportional to the total increase in 
length of the unbonded tendon. In order to predict the 
elongation of the tendon, the deformation of the flat plate 
structure or the rotations at the plastic hinges must first 
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be determined. However, the calculation of deflections of 
two-way slabs is complicated by the large number of significant 
parameters, as well as by the cracking and the time-dependent 
nature of the material response. In spite of these complica-
tions, if a correct collapse mechanism of the structure and a 
rational estimate of the rotations at the plastic hinges can 
be obtained, the elongation of the tendon can be calculated. 
The effect of shear deformation is assumed to be negligible 
compared to the deformations mentioned previously. 
Cracking of the slab may be assumed to'occur at several 
discrete locations when the tensile stress at the extreme 
fiber of a section exceeds the tensile strength of the 
concrete. A representation of the slab with flexural crack 
elements is shown in Fig. 5.1a. For the purpose of analysis, 
the band of intense cracking is represented by a single yield 
line, and all rotation is considered to occur along that line 
as shown in Fig. 5.1b. Since the plastic deformations along 
the yield lines are much greater than the elastic deformations 
of the slab segments between the yield lines, it is reasonable 
to assume that the slab segments between the yield lines are 
plane. At the final stage of loading, which corresponds to 
ultimate, the cracks have propagated deep into the slab. The 
elongation of the tendon between the crack presented in Figs 
5.1b, can be expressed directly from the rotation: 
~L = R (d - a) in. ps ps (5.13) 
where 
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R = rotation at a plastic hinge, rad. 
d = effective depth of unbonded tendon, in. ps 
a = depth of equivalent rectangular compression 
zone, in. 
Several simplifying assumptions must be made in the 
calculation of the equivalent depth, a, for a slab with 
unbonded tendons. Because the stress in the unbonded tendon 
at ultimate is an unknown value, in calculating the equivalent 
depth, a, the stress f can be replaced by the effective ps 
prestress, fse' without significantly affecting the estimate. 
The strain hardening of the bonded reinforcement is also not 
taken into account, and therefore, the stress fs can be 
replaced by the yield stress f . The equivalent depth, a, y 
may then be written as 
where 
A f + A f ps se s y 
a = in. 
O.85f~ C 
Aps = area of tendons passing through the column, sq. in. 
As = area of bonded reinforcement passing through the 
col un1n , sq. in . 
f = effective prestress at service load, after 
se 
losses, psi 
f = yield stress of bonded reinforcement, psi y 
f' = compressive cylinder strength of concrete, psi 
c 
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C = width OI column, in. 
Tam and Pannell [41J reported the results OI tests on 
eight unbonded beams with varying span-depth ratios and 
reinIorcing. All specimens were tested as simply supported 
beams subjected to a single central point load. As the 
ultimate load was approached, the cracks under the loading 
points for the beams were much wider than the rest OI the 
cracks and thus, it was evident that plastic hinging occurred 
at the midspan of the beams as would be expected. 
Tam and Pannell proposed a method for predicting fps 
similar to the one proposed here. They asswued that the beams 
remained elastic up to failure except in a zone OI plastic 
hinging of width Wh , where 
where 
¢ = plastic hinge width parameter 
a = depth of equivalent rectangular compression 
zone, in. 
~1 = ratio of equivalent depth to neutral axis depth. 
The equivalent depth, a, is generally small in a slab 
structure, and since several simplifying assumptions have 
been made in the calculation of the equivalent depth in 
Eq. (5.14), it may have little significance if the neutral 
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axis depth is assumed to be equal to the equivalent depth a. 
There£ore, the plastic hinge width can then be replaced by: 
Wh = r;t a in. (5.16) 
They also assumed that the lengthening ·of concrete at the 
level of the tendon in the elastic zone was negligible 
compared with the le.ngthening in the plastic zone. Their 
basis £or determining the stress in the unbonded tendon at 
ultimate was based on the elongation of the tendon at the 
plastic hinge. A value of E = 0.003 was used as a limit 
c 
of the concrete strain in the compression zone o£ the member 
at ultimate. From the strain diagram shown in Fig. 5.2, 
E = cp 
d - a ps 
a 
E 
c 
Finally, the change in length of the tendon may be written as 
~L = E r;ta in. ps cp (5.18) 
or 
AT 
= 
rl ~ I ...:l 
-
.... \ 
., "'" LUJ 
'fJ 0;;: \Ups 0.) .J..J. J. • ps C 
It is possible that the parameter r;t is a variable depending 
upon A , A ,f ,f, £', E , the span-depth ratio, and ps s ps y c c 
even the loading arrangement. From the beams tested by 
Tam and Pannell the variation of r;t was between 8.15 and 13.320 
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For members with span-depth ratios typical of slabs, it may 
be more conservative if a lower value of ¢ around 9 be used 
for the purpose of analysis. 
Comparing Ego (5.13) to Eg. (5.19) for calculating ~L , ps 
we can conclude that the rotation of the plastic hinge is 
R = ~ E rad. 
c 
Substituting the limiting values of ¢ = 
suggest that 
9 and E c = 0.003 
R = 0.027 rad. 
Since the rotation at the plastic hinges can only be 
approximated at present, more research is needed to find the 
ultimate rotation of a plastic hinge region. 
To obtain the total elongation of the tendon within a 
particular strip of a flat plate structure that contains 
more than one yield line, all crack mechanisms at which 
plastic deformations occur must be taken into account. The 
total elongation due to plastic deformations at n discrete 
locations may be written as 
~Lps Total = 
n 
E ~L 
i=l ps 
in. (5.22) 
If the strain in the tendon at the time of testing is 
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designated as E ,and if the increase of strain in the tendon 
se 
as the load varies from zero to ultimate is 6E ,the total ps 
strain in the tendon at failure can be expressed as: 
where 
E 
se = 
!:::.E = ps 
E = E + 6E 
f 
se 
E ps 
6Lps Total 
Lps 
ps se ps 
When the total strain in the unbonded tendon at ultimate, 
Eps ' is smaller than the yield strain Epy' the stress increase 
in the tendon can be determined by a single expression: 
or 
where 
~f = ~E E psi ps ps ps 
~f ps = E ps psi 
!:::.Lps Total = total increase in length of tendon at 
ultimate, in. 
L ps = initial length of tendon, in. 
E ps 
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= modulus of elastitiity of tendon, psi. 
For a simply supported beam with a single concentrated load, 
n would be 1 and the predicted tendon stress increase would be 
~f ps = ~ E c 
a 
(1 - ---) 
dps 
d ps 
L ps 
E ps psi (5.28) 
Therefore, the tendon stress increase is expressed explicitly· 
as a function of the span-depth ratio. The stress in the 
unbonded tendon at ultimate may then be expressed in the 
following general form 
fpS = f + ~f ,psi se ps 
When the strain at failure E is larger than the yield ps 
strain E ,the behavior of the tendon is not linearly elastic py 
at this stage. Using the value of E obtained from Eg. (5.23), ps 
the corresponding stress in the tendon at ultimate, fps' can 
be obtained from the stress-strain relationship for the 
prestressing reinforcement. 
One problem with the model just described is that the 
prediction of stress increase in the tendons depends on the 
prediction of the total rotation along a yield line. 
Unfortunately, this rotation is not easy to predict. The 
expression for rotation employed by this model is purely 
empirical. Very few tests have been conducted to sUbstantiate 
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the value of ~ that should be used; in fact, the variables 
that effect ~ are unknown. In spite of these shortcomings, 
if a lower bound of ~ = 9 is used in the model, a reasonable 
prediction of stress increase may be obtained for flat plate 
structures. Ideally, a rational method of computing the 
rotation would be preferred. In the next section, a method 
for predicting the rotation along a yield line crossing near 
an edge column is p~oposed. 
5.3.) Rotation at End Support 
It was noted in Section 4.2 that the rotations of the 
slabs tested under this program were mainly concentrated at 
the front face of the columns. The contribution of the 
rotations at the plastic hinges to the deformations of ·the 
slabs was, by far, the most significant factor. It would 
also be expected that the plastic deformation near the 
edge column of a flat plate structure would contribute 
significantly to the stress increases of the tendons. 
Fig. 5.) shows the model that will be used in calculating 
the rotation of the slab and the elongation of the tendon 
along the crack due to the bond-slip of the tensile reinforce-
ment along its embedded length in the anchorage zone. The 
bond stress is assumed to be constant along the development 
length, with a magnitude u. From the equilibrium of forces, 
the development length Ld required for a given fs becomes 
L = d 
D f 
s 
4 u 
in. (5.)0) 
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When the strength method is used for design, f of Eq. (5.30) s . 
becomes f y . Thus the development length Ld required is 
where 
D f 
Y 
4 u 
in. 
D = diameter of reinforcing bar, in. 
fs = stress in bonded reinforcement, psi 
f = yield stress of bonded reinforcement, psi y 
u = average bond stress, psi • 
The average •• "1 ..I-': __ ..I-~ ..... ~_...:I U..I.. V.uUG\. v ~ UUl.LU ~..I-_",,... .... ..t:'''' ..... 'l\T,... ;::;lI..L.~;::;C ..LU..L. .l'lv. 
is taken as follows [4J: 
9.5ff. c 
u = ~ 800 psi 
D 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
As the bond stress is assumed constant over the development 
length, the stress in the bonded reinforcement decreases 
linearly with distance and becomes zero at the distance of 
the development length. The elongation of the reinforcement 
over the development length will be: 
where 
.6.L = 
s 2 
in .. 
E = maximum strain in the bonded reinforcement. 
s 
(5.33) 
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If no crushing of the compression zone occurs and the joint 
concrete is assumed to.be rigid, the rotation at the plastic 
hinge due to the ·bond-slip of the tensile reinforcement can 
be approximated by the expression: 
R = 
~L 
s 
(d - a) 
s 
rad. 
The elongation of t~e tendon between the crack at the front 
face of the column due to the bond~slip effect can then be 
calculated directly from the rotation: 
(dpS - a) Ld Es 
(d
s 
- a) 2 
in. (5.35) 
where 
d = ps effective depth of unbonded tendon, in. 
d = effective depth of bonded reinforcement, in .. s 
a = depth of equivalent rectangular stress block, in. 
Ld = development length, in. 
E = maximum strain in the bonded reinforcement .. s 
The increase of strain in the tendon can then be calculated 
using Eq. (5.25), and thus, the stress increase in the 
unbonded tendon can also be determined. 
But the problem with the model just described is that 
the prediction of stress increase depends on the prediction 
of the increase in strain in the bonded reinforcement, which 
is not easy to predict. A conservative prediction of the 
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maximum strain, Es' may be obtained by limiting the concrete 
strain in the compression zone to E = 0.003. 
c 
5.3.4 Comparison with Test Results 
The four specimens tested during this investigation 
provided measured values of tendon stress increase with which 
the predicted values could be compared. Three tendons were 
passing through the columns in specimens 81 and S2, and two in 
specimens S3 and S4. The comparisons are shown in Table 5.3 .. 
All the proposed models for predicting tendon stress 
increase rely on the assumption that a direct and predictable 
relationship exists between the rotation at a yield line and 
the increase in the tendon stress. To sUbstantiate this the 
measured values of ~fps from the four specimens were compared 
with predicted values using the actual measured rotations. 
Each calculated value shown under the third column of Table 5.3 
was determined using Eqs. (5.13), (5.14), (5.25), and (5.27), 
along with the measured rotation which was approximated as 
the slab deflection measured at gage No.9, as shown in Fig. 
3.15, divided by the distance between the point of measurement 
and the column face. The calculated results are close to the 
measured values even for specimens S2 and s4 which failed in 
shear. This suggests that one can predict the tendon stress 
increase with reasonable accuracy provided that the rotations 
at the plastic hinges are known 0 This is also substantiated 
by the near-linear behavior of the measured ~f vs. rotation ps . 
data shown in Fig. 4.26. 
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Calculated values of ~f using the bond-slip model are ps 
also given in Table 5.3 for two values of strain in the bonded 
steel: the measured strain and the strain predicted by limiting 
E to 0.003. When measured strain in the bonded reinforcement 
c 
was used in the bond-slip model, the results were close to the 
measured values. But, if the strains in the bonded reinforce-
ment were calculated based on the limiting strain E = 0.003, 
c 
the results were very conservative. This evidence indicates 
that either the concrete strain in· the compression zone must 
be larger than the assumed limiting strain, Ec = 0.003, or 
that compatibility of strains does not exist. 
The tendon stress increases of specimens Sl and S3 which 
failed in flexure were also predicted using the modified Tam 
and Pannell approach with ¢ = 9 and E = 0.003. The results 
c 
are close to the measured values. This suggests that the 
Tam and Pannell model may be useful in design. 
Finally, the stress increases were also predicted using 
ACI Code equations. It is not a surprise that the results 
are much larger than the measured stresses. 
In order to further investigate the proposed models, 
measured tendon stress increases from tests conducted by 
other investigators are compared with predicted values in 
Table 5.4. The tests were conducted on beams as well as on 
thin slabs and multipanel flat plate structures. From the 
reported load-deflection curves, the approximate deformations 
of the specimens could be determined. By applying a reasonable 
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collapse mechanism to the structure, the rotations along the 
plastic hinges could be calculated by the ordinary methods of 
geometry. Using the calculated rotations, the total elongation 
of the tendons passing through the column could be obtained, 
and the tendon stress increase could easily be calculated. 
The predicted values of ~f derived from measured ps 
deflections were very good when compared with measured values 
from tests conducted using mid-point or uniform loading. In 
addition, the specimens tested by Hemakom and by Winter 
contained more than one yield line, thus allowing the validity 
of Eq. (5.22) to be verified. For simply supported specimens 
loaded at two points only, the measured values of ~f were ps 
consistently smaller than the predicted ones. The calculated 
values were reasonably good for specimens with small rein-
forcing ratio (Cooke specimens 3, 6 and 9) or with large 
span-depth ratios (Mojtahedi specimens). Evidently, the large 
region of constant moment associated with two point loading 
affects the tendon stress increase a Unlike the specimens 
with a single point or uniform loading, several large cracks 
formed in these specimens as opposed to well-defined yield 
lines .. 
Also given in Table 5.4 are the predicted values using 
the modified Tam and Pannell approach with ~ = 9 and E = 
c 
0.00). The predictions were quite close to the measured 
values except for the four specimens tested by Mojtahedi and 
Gamble for which the predictions were quite conservative. 
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This data along with that shown in Table 5.3 suggests that 
the modified Tam and Pannell approach may be very useful for 
the design of prestressed slabs. 
Finally, the ACI Code predictions are also shown in 
Table 5.4. The results are not consistently predicted by 
Eq. (5.2). In some of the specimens the predicted values 
were reached, while in others the increases were far from 
the predicted value~. In some of the slab specimens the 
predicted values were extremely unconservative. On the 
average, the modified Tam and Pannell method was a much 
better predictor of ~f • ps 
5.4 Beam Analogy 
5.4.1 Introduction 
This section presents a beam analogy approach for the 
determination of the shear and unbalanced moment capacity of 
prestressed concrete slab-edge column connections without 
shear reinforcement. The use of a beam analogy for predicting 
the capacity of slab-column connections is not mentioned in 
ACI 318-77 nor in its Commentary. It is, however, recommended 
by ACI-ASCE Committee 426 as an alternative approach to the 
ACI procedure. 
The current beam analogies were derived for determining 
the strength of nonprestressed reinforced concrete slab-column 
connections. Park and Islam [40J have developed a beam analogy 
for predicting the strength of reinforced concrete interior 
column connectionse The modified beam analogy proposed here 
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introduces a number of changes in Park and Islam's beam analogy 
for application to prestressed concrete slab-edge column 
connections. The strength predictions from this model are 
then compared with test results. 
5.4.2 Beam Analogy 
The beam analogy is an ultimate strength procedure for 
predicting the strengths of slab-column connections. The 
slab sections framing into each column face are idealized as 
beam sections. There is a sweeping approximation in the 
assumption that the three "beams" framing into the column 
can each deform sufficiently for the simultaneous development 
of their strengths. Compatibility restrictions are ignored 
and each beam is assumed to be able to developed its ultimate 
bending moment, torsional moment and shear force. 
The connection is in equilibrium under the forces shown 
in Fig. 5.4b. The strength of the connection is calculated by 
summing the contribution of the strengths of the three beams. 
where 
v = ultimate shear, lb 
u 
M = ultimate unbalanced bending moment to be 
u 
transferred, acting about the axis at the 
centroid of the column, lb-in. 
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VAB , VBC' VAD '= shear forces acting on faces AB, BC, 
and AD, Ib 
MAB = bending moment acting on face AB, lb-in. 
TBC ' TAD = torsional moments acting on faces Be 
and AD, Ib-in. 
C = width of square column, in. 
d = effective depth of prestressed concrete slab, 
but not ~ess than Oa8h, in. 
The actual behavior of the cracked prestressed concrete 
slab around the column is extremely complex, primarily because 
of the combined flexural and diagonal tension cracking, and 
the three-dimensional nature of the problem. Therefore, it 
is necessary to make simplifications in order to derive the 
strength terms of the above equilibrium equations. A 
discussion of each assumption required to formulate the 
model follows: 
1. The location of the critical section is important 
with slabs because the predicted shear stress distribution 
and the allowable shear stress will depend on the location-' 
of the assumed critical section. The calculated maximum 
shear is only a convenient and relative measure of the 
critical shear stresses. It is indicative of neither the 
actual distribution nor the absolute magnitude of the true 
critical stresses. The assumed critical section is located 
at a distance d/2 from the column face as shown in Fig. 5.4a. 
This is the same location as assumed in the ACI model. 
2. The ultimate flexural capacity on face' .AB, MAB , is 
assumed to be governed only by the reinforcing passing through 
this face and thus may be written as 
where 
= [A f Cd - a/2) + A f Cd - a/2)] ps ps ps s y s lb-in. (5.38) 
Aps = area of unbonded tendons passing through face AB 
of the critical section, sq. in. 
A = area of bonded· reinforcement passing through face s 
AB of the critical section, sq. in. 
fps = stress in unbonded tendon at failure, psi 
f = yield stress of bonded reinforcement, psi y 
d ps = ef.fective depth of unbonded tendon, in. 
d = effective depth of bonded reinforcement, in. 
s 
a = depth of equivalent rectangular compression 
zone, in .. 
The presence of shear on face AB is assumed not to reduce MAB . 
3. Face AB is the critical face for vertical shear stress. 
The part of Mu transferred by the torsional moments, TBe and 
TAD' produces shear stresses on face AB that add to those 
produced by VABo Therefore, the total shear stress is maximum 
on .face AB of the critical section. The shear stress on this 
face is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the effective 
depth of the slab. For an interior prestressed concrete slab-
column connection, the maximum vertical shear stress is 
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limited to the value given by Eq. (5.12). This value was 
recommended by ACI-ASCE Committee 423 and the ACI Code. It 
was noted in Section 5.2.2 that there currently is some concern 
that the prestress is not ~ully e~fective around the perimeter 
of the critical section o~ an exterior slab-column connection. 
Therefore, it has been recommended that Eq. (5.11) be used 
at these locations. Both values will be considered in this 
investigation. 
4. The distribution of shear. stress on the side ~aces 
BC and AD is di~ficult to establish at ultimate. It was 
mentioned in Section 4.8 that a~ter yielding o~ the top 
bonded rein~orcement passing through the column, changes 
developed in the distribution o~ forces on the critical 
section. After yielding, a greater percentage o~ the applied 
moment was carried by torsion on the side faces of the column. 
The exact percentage o~ the total moment carried by these 
torsional moments is unknown and undoubtedly depends on 
several variables. Until additional data is collected to 
clarify this uncertainty, the combined rein~orcement index 
described in Section 18.8.1 of the ACI Code will there~ore 
be used as a qualitative indicator o~ the magnitude o~ the 
torsional moment trans~erred to the side ~aces Be and AD o~ 
the critical section. For prestressed concrete members 
without compression rein~orcement, the combined rein~orcement 
index of 
m + m S 0.3 p 
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is used as the dividing line between the under-reinforced 
and over-reinforced members, where 
A 
s 
f 
bd Y 
ro = (5.40) 
f' 
c 
A ps 
f 
bd ps 
ro = p f' 
c 
The simultaneous application of shear and torsion on the 
side faces will cause a non-uniform distribution of the shear 
stress. It is expected that under-reinforced slabs will 
transfer smaller torsional moments to the side faces than 
over-reinforced slabs. Proposed distributions of shear stress 
for over-reinforced and under-reinforced slabs are shown in 
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. It is assumed for both cases 
that on the region of non-uniform shear stress the positive 
and negative stresses produce equal but opposite, forces. 
Therefore, the shear forces on the side faces, VBe and VAD , 
are carried by the regions of uniform shear stress. Inter-
action between torsion and shear will produce strength 
reduction. Therefore, it is expected that sections with 
larger torsional moments will carry less shear force, while 
members with smaller torsional moments will carry more shear 
force. It is proposed that the shear stress for over-
reinforced sections be assumed to be uniformly distributed 
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over a distance d/2 from the inner corners of the critical 
section as shown in Fig. 5.5. The shear force may then be 
written as 
= v (d/2. d) Ib 
cw 
For under-reinforced sections, the shear stress is assumed 
to be uniformly dis~ributed over a distance CAB from the 
inner corners of the critical sect~on as shown in Fig. 5.6. 
For this case the shear force may be written as 
where 
CAB = distance from face AB of the critical section to 
the centroidal axis, CC, in. 
5. The torsional strength of a beam without web 
reinforcement is assumed to be exhausted when the maximum 
torsional stress, vt ' equals the maximum principal tensile 
stress because pure torsion is assumed to give a pure shear 
stress condition. On this basis, Hsu [24J proposed for the 
ultimate torsional capacity of a rectangular beam of 
prestressed concrete the following equation 
(5.44) 
where 
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It ~ 6~ = tensile strength OI concrete, psi 
~1 + 10f If' = prestress Iactor pc c 
= average prestress on section, psi 
= compressive cylinder strength OI concrete, psi 
a = shape Iactor 
0.35 
a = 
0.75 + (x/y) 
x = smaller cross-sectional dimension, in. 
y = larger cross-sectional dimension, in. 
Even though ultimate strength is the basis for design, it is 
convenient to compute maximum torsional shear stress in the 
same manner as for the elastic homogeneous section. Therefore, 
the maximum torsional shear stress may be approximated by 
= 6~ )1 + 10f If' c pc c psi (5.46) 
In slabs the critical section is restrained by the continuum 
around it, and the transverse reinforcement is generally 
continuous through to the other side of the column. Therefore, 
one might expect to reach a greater nominal shear stress than 
that measured for beams. This was confirmed by Kanoh and 
Yoshizaki [26J. Based on tests of eight slab-column connection 
specimens, they recommended the use of 24~ as the ultimate 
c 
shear stress. In lieu of more experimental data, it is 
proposed that the maximum torsional stress, vt ' be limited 
to 75 % of this higher value, 
vt ~ 18~ )1 + 10f 7f' psi c pc c (5.47) 
Therefore, in absence of shear force, the torsional strength 
of the side faces Be and AD may then be written as 
= 18~ ~1 + 10f 7f' ~(ax2y) lb-in.(5.48) 
c pc· c 
The simultaneous application of shear forces and torques 
on the side faces will produce an interaction that will reduce 
the strength compared with what it would be if they were acting 
alone. The exact relationship is unknown. A simple, but 
undoubtedly conservative, straight line interaction between 
shear and torsion is recommended for the strength prediction. 
It can be expressed by the formula, 
+ = 1 
or 
Ib-in. (5.50) 
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where VEC and TBC are respectively the shear force and torque 
carried by face BC. VBCO is the ultimate shear force that 
could be carried by BC if no torque was present and is 
given by 
VBCO = vcw [d · (C + d/2)] lb 
It is also assumed that VBC = VAD and TBC = TADs 
5.4.J Comparison with Test Results 
(5.51) 
The measured strengths of the connections for the four 
specimens tested in this investigation and the calculated 
strengths using the beam analogy model are given in Table 5.5. 
The predicted strengths shown in Table 5.5 were evaluated for 
two values of v , one using Eq. (5.12) and one using Eq. (5.11). 
c 
The combined reinforcement index for each of the specimens 
was as follows: S1, 0.J2; S2, 0.37; SJ, 0.24; and S4, 0.20. 
Since the value of O.JO is used as the dividing line, 
specimens S1 and S2 were over-reinforced members while 
specimens SJ and s4 were under-reinforced members. Therefore, 
Eq. (5.42) was used for the calculation of the shear forces, 
VBC and VAD , on the side faces of specimens S1 and S2, and 
Eq. (5.43) for specimens SJ and s4. The shear force to be 
transferred to the column cannot exceed the summation of 
the shear strengths as described by EqG (5.]6). 
Since the validity of the model was being checked, the 
measured stresses of f and f were used in Eq. (5.38) for ps s 
the calculation of the ultimate bending moment, MAB,on face 
AB of the critical section. Substituting Eqs. (5.38), ·(5.42) 
or (5.43), (5.48) and (5.50) into Eq. (5.37) gave the 
unbalanced bending moment strength of the slab-column 
connection. 
The values shown for M are the governing ultimate 
u 
m.oment at the column centerline, and they were determined 
either by the predicted value of V from Eq. (5.36) and 
. u 
the position of the load for each specimen, or directly 
from Eg. (5.37). If Eq. (5.37) governed, the ultimate shear 
force, V , was calculated from the predicted value of M u . u 
and the known position of the load. 
The predicted strength Of specimen Sl was governed by 
the unbalanced bending moment strength Eg. (5.37), for both 
values of v. It is evident that the predicted strength of 
c 
the connection was not significantly effected by the value 
of v that was used. If Eq. (5.37) governs the strength, 
c 
the value of Vc is only used for the calculation of VBCO ' 
and its effect is insignificant. The predicted strengths 
were smaller than but close to the measured strengths. The 
predicted mode of failure was also confirmed by the observed 
failure of the specimen in flexure at the front face, AB, 
and in torsion on the side faces, BC and AD. The torsional 
moments, TBC and TAD' contributed significantly in the 
flexural strength of the connection. This suggests that the 
ultimate torsional strength predicted by Eqs. (5.48) and 
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(5.50) is realistic. 
The mode of failure of specimen S2 predicted by the 
beam analogy model was dependent upon the value chosen for 
v. When Eq. (5.11) was used to determine v , the correct 
c c 
failure mode, punching shear, was predicted and the value 
of V predicted by Eqa (5.36) was very close to the measured 
u 
value. When Eq. (5.12) was used to find v , Eq. (5.37) 
c 
governed, thus, indicating that flexure controlled. The 
predicted strength, however, was still very good. 
As for specimen Sl, the predicted strength of specimen 
S3 was governed by the flexural strength equation for both 
values of Vc which was also in agreement with the observed 
mode of failure. The predicted strengths were larger than 
but still close to the measured strength. 
Finally, the predicted strength of specimen s4 was 
governed by the shear strength equation for both values of 
v • 
c 
The predicted strength using Eqo (5.12) for the value 
of v gave larger value as compared to the measured strength, 
c 
but if Eq. (5.11) was used the predicted strength gave a better 
result. Again, this might indicate that the use of Eq. (5.11) 
in the beam analogy method can give a better prediction if 
the strength of the connection is governed by shear. 
Table 5.6 shows a comparison of the predicted strength 
of a prestressed concrete slab-edge column connection with 
that measured in a test conducted by Hawkins [20J. The 
measured strength was only about 94 % of the predicted 
strength. However, it is likely that the cyclic loading 
applied to the connection caused strength degradation, and 
therefore the lower strength was observed. 
Since it is possible that the maximum contribution from 
each effect may not occur simultaneously, calculating the 
strength of the connection by summing the contributions of 
the strengths of the beams should represent an upper bound 
value. That this was not the case for the four specimens 
reported here highlights the fact that the model is approxi-
mate. However, the predicted strengths computed using the 
beam analogy approach are found to be easily obtained but 
still in good agreement with the measured strengths. 
Although one may not make broad and general conclusions 
based on this small sample of data, the accuracy of the 
model demonstrated here indicates that the beam analogy 
approach should be investigated further. 
5.5 Yield Line Theory 
5.5.1 Introduction 
In order to prevent shear failures of slab-column 
connections it is essential to know the ultimate flexural 
strength of the flat plate floors. Once this is known it is 
possible to design the slab such that the collapse load would 
produce ductile yielding throughout the slab rather than the 
more brittle shear failure of the connections. The yield line 
theory provides a convenient method for evaluating a slab's 
flexural strength. However, it is an upper bound method. 
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Therefore, it is always necessary to examine all the possible 
collapse mechanisms to ensure that the load carrying capacity 
of the slab is not over-estimated. Two types of yield line 
patterns, folding and local, will be investigated here. 
5.5.2 Folding Yield Line Pattern 
The first yield line pattern is shown in Fig. 5.7. It 
represents a folding-type collapse mechanism of the slab, 
involving one negative-moment yield line running along the 
front face of the column and transverse to the direction of 
bending. For a multipanel flat plate structure that 
experienced a folding-type collapse in one of its bays, there 
would,. in general, be a negative-moment yield line running 
along each column line and a positive-moment yield line 
passing through the slab at approximately midspan of the bay .. 
I 
If the column rotates by an angle e1 for the specimen 
shown in Fig. 5.7, causing a unit upward displacement at the 
negative-moment yield line, the collapse mechanism gives 
(5.53) 
and 
(5.54) 
where 
C = width of square column, in. 
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D = distance between point load and the face of the 
column, in. 
The total internal work done by the negative-moment yield 
line is 
and the total external work done by the unbalanced bending 
moment M and the shear V is 
u u 
External Work = Mu 81 + Vu 1/2 
Equating the total internal work to the total external work, 
and substituting the relationship M = V (C/2 + D) will 
u u 
reduce the equation to 
and 
where 
m L 
x 
V = lb (5.57) u D 
C 
Mu = m L (1 + -) Ib-in. (5.58) x 2D 
m = negative yield moment per unit length provided 
x 
by the reinforcement running in the X direction, 
lb-in/in. 
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L = width of the specimen,in. 
C = width of the square column, in. 
D = distance from the front face of the column to 
the loading point, in. 
5.5.3 Local Yield Line Pattern 
Gesund and Goli [16J have shown yield line patterns for 
a local collapse mechanism of the slab around an internal 
column. The yield line pattern consists of a mixed pattern 
of straight lines and fan-shaped mechanisms centering on 
the column corners. Since the curved yield line cannot be 
determined for the general case, a logarithmic spiral was 
assumed as an approximation for orthotropic slabs. 
For edge column connections, the back face of the column 
is also the free edge of the slab, and no yielding could then 
be present at the free edge. Therefore, some adjustment must 
be made to Gesund's model. The proposed yield line pattern 
for this mode is shown in Fig. 5.8. 
Since the slab is orthotropic, a coefficient of orthotropy 
is defined as follows: 
= 
m + mt 
x x 
m + m' y y 
Em = ( m + m') + ( m + m v ) 
x x y y 
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Consequently, 
~ l:m (m + m') = x x (5.61) 1 + ~ 
l:m 
(m + m') = y y 1 + ~ 
where 
mx = negative yield moment per unit length provided 
the reinforcement running in the X direction, 
lb-in/in. 
mW 
x = 
positive yield moment per unit length provided 
the reinforcement running in the X direction, 
lb-in/in. 
m = negative yield moment per unit length provided y 
the reinforcement running in the Y direction, 
lb-in/in. 
m' = positive yield y moment per unit length provided 
the reinforcement running in the Y direction, 
lb-in/in. 
The moment per unit length acting along a positive or a 
negative yield line making an angle ¢ with the X-axis can 
be written as 
by 
by 
by 
by 
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and 
The equation of the assumed logarithmic spiral is 
where 
R = R eY¢ ¢ 
y= l/tane = constant 
(5.64) 
e = angle between the radial and the circumferential 
yield lines 
Assume that the column rotates through an angle l/C. Then 
the total external work done by Mu and Vu is 
External Work = Mu l/C + Vu 1/2 (5.66) 
The total internal work can be written as: 
1. The internal work of the front trapezoid: 
= 
~ )(1 + y2) 
-- l::m [ + 2y} 
/3 exp[y(if/2-e)] 1 + !-L 
where 
/3 = R/C (5 .. 68) 
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2. The internal work done by the shaded segment as 
shown in Fig. 5.9 is 
Re Y¢ d 1 ------~¢ --~----
sine ReY¢sine 
Therefore, the internal work done by the two fan segments is 
1 - ~ 2 2 2 [ [(y - l)sin¢lcos¢l + y(cos ¢1 - sin ¢1)] + 
1 + ~ 
(1 + y2) (¢1 + e - ~/2)} ~m 
Equating the total internal work and the total external work, 
M V u u 
- + = K ~m (5.71) 
C 2 
where 
C = width of square column, in .. 
~ )( 1 + y2) 
K = [ + 2y} 
1 + ~ 13 exp[y(~/2-e)] 
The correct failure mechanism corresponds to the one 
that gives the minimum value of K. Therefore, Eq. (5.72) 
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would have to be minimized with respect to ¢1 and y within 
the constraint that ~/2 ~ ¢1 ~ ~D In order to simplify 
Eq. (5.72) for this study, a circular arc was used to 
approximate the assumed logarithmic spiral. This implies 
e = ~/2 (5.73) 
or 
y = 0 (5.74) . 
and 
1/s = CIR = -cos¢1 (5.75) 
Therefore, the coefficient K becomes 
!l 
K = -( )cos¢1 
1 + !l 
1 - 11 sin2¢1 
( ) + ¢1 
1 +!l 2 
(5.76) 
5.5.4 Comparison with Test Results 
The measured strengths of the connections for the four 
specimens tested in this investigation and the calculated 
strengths using the yield line theory are given in Table 5.8. 
The predicted strengths were evaluated for two yield line 
patterns, one using the folding-type and one using the local 
yield line pattern. 
The predicted strengths for the folding-type yield line 
pattern were obtained from Eqs. (5.57) and (5.58). It is 
apparent that since the strain-hardening effect of the bonded 
reinforcement was not taken into account in the calculation 
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of the yield strength, m L, the predicted strength o£ the 
x 
slab-edge column would be smaller than the measured value. 
In £act, if the actual stress in the bonded bars had been 
used, the calculated strengths would have been nearly 
identical to the measured values. But the strengths calculated 
here were still close to the measured strengths, even for 
specimens S2 and s4 which failed in shear. However, for both 
of these specimens ~he bonded bars yielded be£ore the shear 
failure occurred. Therefore, yield lines had already £ormed 
in the specimens. Strictly speaking, the yield line methods 
are only applicable to flexural collapse mechanisms. 
For a prestressed concrete slab that does not have 
uniform tendon spacing, the exact widths over which to 
calculate m and m to be used in the local yield line pattern 
x y 
were not clearly defined. Since the mechanism is localized in 
the column region, a width of approximately three column 
widths along the free edge and two column depths normal to the 
free edge would be reasonable. For calculating the strengths 
of these specimens, the observed crack patterns led to the 
values used. The cracks on the side faces of the column were 
observed to pass through the weakest sections of the slab, 
e.g. close to the locations where the tendons ended. Fig. 
5.10 shows the approximate yield line patterns used for 
specimens 81 and S2 and for specimens S3 and S4. Thus, the 
widths of the slabs considered in the X and Y directions for 
computing m and m for specimens 81 and S2 were 36 in. and 
x y 
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30 in., and the widths ~or specimens S3 and S4 were 40 in. 
and 33 in. The calculated unit moments needed for the 
calculation o~ connection strengths are tabulated in Table 5.7. 
Using the same assumptions and observed crack patterns, the 
value ¢1 can also be obtained. The values K were determined 
~rom Eq. '(5.76); and upon substituting these values of K .in 
Eqo (5.71) the strengths o~ the connections were obtained. 
The predicted. strengths were larger than the observed values .. 
This was not surprising, given the fact that none of the 
specimens failed by developing a local yield line mechanism. 
The analysis using the local yield line pattern involved 
some approximations that were not ~ully justi~ied. The 
calculations were also done by estimating K from charts given 
by Gesund [16J for interior columns and then subtracting 
contributions to K that would not be present at an edge column. 
The results were similar to those in Table 5.8. Therefore, 
the calculated values are believed to be reasonable estimates 
o~ the values that would be obtained by minimizing Eqa (5.72). 
Since this type of failure mechanism ~requently occurs [23J, 
especially ~or edge columns, this method o~ analysis should 
be investigated ~urther. 
5.6 Finite Element Method 
5.6.1 Introduction 
At low levels of load the slab elements are uncracked and 
the actions and deformations could be computed from elastic 
theory using the uncracked flexural stiffness of the slab 
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elements. An uncracked slab may be treated as isotropic, 
regardless of the orientation and the orthotropy of the 
reinforcement in the slab. The finite element method would 
then be the logical choice for the analysis of slab-column 
connections. 
Cracking reduces the overall flexural stiffness of the 
connection, causing a nonlinear increase in deflection per 
unit of load. Deflections calculated on the basis of 
uncracked section will result in smaller values than actually 
occur. After cracking, the stiffness of the cracked section, 
as opposed to an uncracked section, depends greatly on the 
percentage of the reinforcement in the slab. For an isotropic 
reinforced slab, the crack orientation is normal to the major 
principal moment direction. But, this is not normally the 
case for an orthotropically reinforced slab. The solution 
may be trivial, because moment and shear redistribution due 
to inelastic behavior can occur before the ultimate applied 
load is reached. Therefore, the finite element analysis 
presented herein is limited to only the elastic load range. 
5.6.2 Description of the Finite Element Mesh 
Prestressed concrete slabs are subjected both to bending 
and membrane forces .. For RFSHELL element 
was selected for the analysis of specimen Slm The RFSHELL 
element is a four node, flat rectangular element that allows 
both bending and membrane forces. It is constructed by 
combining a plane RECTANGLE element and a RPB12 plate bending 
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element. As a result, within each RFSHELL element, membrane 
and bending actions uncouple. Each node is de~ined to have 
six degrees of ~reedom in the element XYZ system. These are 
U, V, W, e , e , and e B 
x y z 
The element mesh used to model hal~ o~ specimen Sl is 
shown in Fig. 5.11. Small elements in the immediate area 
around the column and larger elements in the other areas 
have been selected to improve the accuracy of the solution 
in the critical region with reasonable computational e~~ort. 
The prestress forces were de~ined to be uni~ormly distributed 
along the outer edge of the elements where the tendons were 
located. Specimen Sl was subjected to the weight o~ the slab, 
plus a total applied load of 4.20 kips located at 42 in. ~rom 
the front face o~ the column. The load was the measured 
applied load at loading step No.8, and was smaller than the 
cracking load. Half o~ this applied load was then uniformly 
distributed over the shaded elements as shown in Fig. 5.11. 
For the uncracked slab, the Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio were taken as 4.2 x 106 psi and 0.15, respectively. 
The problem was then solved using a computer program 
known as "FINITE" developed at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. The major computational effort expended in 
the analysis involved generating and solving the equilibrium 
equations to determine nodal displacements. In general, the 
system will perform any back-substitution calculations 
necessary to satisfy output requests. 
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5.6.3 Calculated Response of S1 
Stresses acting across different cross-sections are shown 
in Figs. 5.12 through 5.14. The stresses plotted are the 
average of stresses at the corners of the elements meeting at 
the particular nodes. 
Fig. 5.12 shows the stress distribution at the top 
surface of the slab caused by prestressing only. The section 
numbers in this fig1l;re refer to Fig. 5.11. It can be seen that 
the stresses are not uniformly distributed over the cross-
sections. Compressive stresses are distributed rather 
uniformly over the column strip, while some tensile stresses 
are also noticeable in areas near the edge of the specimen .. 
Although the stress distribution in a full slab would be 
somewhat different, the effect of banding the tendons in the 
vicinity of the column can be seen. The membrane prestress 
will be much higher than the average value, PiA, near the 
columns at the free edges and will be small at some distance 
a~~y from 'the column. This stress concentration will gradually 
dissipate and become a uniform stress across the slab. 
The stress distribution at the top surface of the slab 
caused by the prestress forces and the applied load is shown 
in Fig. 5.13. As shown in Section I-I, a concentration of 
tensile stresses occurs near the corners of the column. 
This calculated result confirms the observations from tests 
that the first crack originated at the inner column corners. 
Due to the nonuniformity of the prestress, the tensile stress 
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due to bending is also nonuniform as seen in Section II-II 
through IV-IV. Note the high tensile stress at the outer 
edge of the specimen in Section II-II. This behavior is 
supported by the observed formation of cracks at this 
location as described in Section 4.7. It is apparent from 
the comparison of stresses in the X and Y direction that 
the stresses in the X direction are much smaller than the 
stresses in the Y direction. This is also confirmed by the 
observation pointed out in Section 4.5 that the bars in the 
direction transverse to the moment transfer were never 
highly stressed. 
The calculated stresses at the bottom surface of the 
slab in the Y direction are plotted in Fig. 5.14. The 
compressive stresses are concentrated near the front face 
of the column. The maximum compressive stress also occurred 
at the corner of the column. 
Since the finite element analysis presented here assumed 
linear material behavior, the results are of limited value. 
The general agreement between locations where calculated 
tensile stresses were high and where cracking initiated 
provides qualitative information about the specimen behavior 
in the elastic response range. As more sophisticated elements 
are developed that allow cracking due to a three-dimensional 
stress state, this technique may be a very powerful tool for 
investigating the punching shear phenomenon. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Object and Scope 
The main objective of this investigation was to study 
experimentally the strength and behavior of prestressed plate-
edge column connections with unbonded tendons representative 
of those used in prestressed flat plate buildings. To achieve 
the objective, four two-third scale, flat plate-edge column 
specimens were constructed and subjected to static loadings 
in which both the shear and moment transferred between the 
slab and the column were increased proportionately until 
failure occurred. The experimental variables considered in 
this program were the direction of the banded tendons and 
the moment-shear ratio. 
6.2 Description of the Experimental Program 
6.2.1 Test Specimens 
The specimens were models of the edge column and the 
surrounding slab area. The slab area was approximately 
that located within the negative moment area around the edge 
column. The model structure design specified ll-J/8 in. 
diameter tendons per bay and an average prestress of about 
240 psi. 
Each specimen consisted of a 60-in. square prestressed 
concrete slab 4-in. in thickness, and a 12-in. square column 
located adjacent to and centered along one edge of the slab. 
The concrete slab was prestressed in both directions, and 
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represented a two-way flat plate in which the tendons in one 
direction were banded in a narrow strip over the column, and 
the tendons in the other direction were uniformly spaced. 
In addition, No.3 bars were used as non-prestressed 
reinforcement in the slab in the vicinity of the column as 
suggested by ACI-ASCE Committee 423. The columns were 
reinforced with eight No.6 deformed bars so as to make the 
flexural capacity of the column much greater than that of 
the slab to avoid a column failure. 
6.2.2 Test Setup and Procedures 
The specimen was supported by bolting the base of the 
column to a steel pivot that provided a hinged end condition. 
The upper end of the column was connected to the test frame 
by a horizontal steel bar which also produced a hinged end 
condition. The test frame was braced to minimize sidesway. 
The unbalanced moment transferred from the slab to the 
column was obtained by applying a downward load to the slab 
through the use of hydraulic rams and a whiffle-tree loading 
mechanism. The rams were connected to a common manifold that 
operated from a single pump so that each ram simultaneously 
produced the same force. All specimens were instrumerlt e d ...L _ l"U 
provide detailed data on their behavior throughout their 
entire loading history. 
To apply a load increment, the hydraulic pressure in the 
loading rams was raised until the desired value of load or 
deflection was reached. The deflection was then held constant, 
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and during this time data on deflections, loads in the rams, 
prestress forces in the tendons, strains and cracks were 
recorded. 
6.3 Test Results 
Four slab-edge column specimens with varying tendon 
arrangement and loading positions were loaded incrementally 
until failure occurred. The following phenomena were 
observed during the ·four stages of specimen behavior: 
a) Before Cracking 
1. The moment-deflection relationship was linear for 
all specimens and the stiffness of each was approximately 
the same. 
2. The stress in the tendons remainded constant. 
b) From Cracking to Yield 
1. A gradual decrease in stiffness for all specimens 
was observed. The decrease in stiffness was more rapid for 
the lightly reinforced specimens. 
2. A series of flexural cracks developed in all four 
specimens. Small torsional cracks appeared in the slabs 
near the side faces of the columns in the heavily reinforced 
specimens. 
3. Small twist angles were also observed opposite the 
side faces of the column. 
4. The increase in the tendon stresses was proportional 
to the edge deflections of the slabs. 
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c) From Yield to Peak Load 
1. Yielding o~ the bonded steel occurred ~or each 
specimen at approximately the same edge de~lectione 
2. The sti~~ness o~ the specimens decreased rapidly 
until the peak load was reached. 
3. The edge de~lections o~ the specimens resulted 
mainly ~rom a rotation o~ the slab about a yield line that 
~ormed along one o~-the ~lexural cracks. 
4. Torsional cracks became more apparent for all 
specimens but were more extensive for the heavily reinforced 
specimens. The torsional cracking was accompanied by an 
increase o~ the twist angles. 
5. The increase in the tendon stresses was still 
proportional to the rotation of the slabs. 
d) From Peak Load to Failure 
1. Highly developed torsional cracks were present on 
all specimens and were accompanied by very large twist angles. 
2. Crushing occurred at the intersection o~ the 
compression side of the slab and the column for three of the 
specimense Crushing began at about the same slab rotation 
for each of these, and this corresponded to the rotation at 
the peak load for the two specimens that failed in ~lexure. 
The f'ourth specimen failed in shear before it reached this 
level of slab rotation. 
3. The peak loads of the two specimens that failed in 
shear occurred at about the same slab rotation. The specimens 
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that failed in flexure also failed at about the same slab 
rotation, but this occurred at larger rotation as compared 
to the specimens that failed in shear. 
4. The relationship between the increase in the tendon 
stress and the slab rotation was no longer linear. 
5. The specimens that failed in flexure exhibited more 
ductility than those that failed in shear. 
6.4 Discussion Related to the Use of Simple Models 
The ACI model does not accurately predict the failure mode 
since it is based on an elastic theory. However, it did predict 
the strengths reasonably well. The actual stresses at ultimate 
load in the bonded reinforcement and in the unbonded tendons 
were quite different from the stresses specified by the ACI 
Code. The stresses in the tendons were smaller than the ACI 
predicted stresses, while the observed stresses in the bonded 
reinforcement were higher than the yield stress specified by 
the Code, because ,of strain hardening. For this reason, the 
errors counteracted each other and the calculated flexural 
strengths were reasonably close to the observed strengths. 
All the proposed models suggested in this investigation 
for predicting tendon stress increase rely on the assumption 
that a direct and predictable relationship exists between 
the rotation at a yield line and the increase in the tendon 
stress. This hypothesis was sUbstantiated by the test 
results obtained in this study as well as others reported 
in the literature. Therefore, one can predict the tendon 
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stress increase with reasonable accuracy provided that the 
rotations at the plastic hinges are known. On the average, 
the modified Tam and Pannell method was the best predictor 
of the tendon stress increase, ~f , and it may be very ps 
useful for the design of· prestressed slabs. 
The modified beam analogy proposed in this investigation 
introduces a number of changes in Park and Islam's beam 
analogy for application to prestressed concrete slab-edge 
column connections. The predicted strengths computed using 
the beam analogy approach are found to be easily obtained but 
still in good agreement with the measured strengths. Although 
one may not make broad and general conclusions based on this 
small sample of data, the accuracy of the model indicates that 
the beam analogy approach should be investigated further. 
Two types of yield line patterns, folding and local, were 
examined to study the strength of the connections. The 
predicted strengths using the folding-type yield line pattern 
were close to the measured strengths, even for specimens which 
failed in shear. For those specimens, the bonded bars yielded 
before the shear failure occurrede The analysis using the 
local yield line mechanism involved some adjustment to 
Gesund's model. The predicted strengths were larger than the 
observed values. This was reasonable since none of the 
specimens failed in this manner. 
The application of finite element technique to the 
connections over the elastic loading range was also 
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investigated. The general agreement between the locations 
where the calculated tensile stresses were high and where 
the cracking initiated provides qualitative information 
about the specimen behavior in the elastic response range. 
As more sophisticated elements are developed that allow 
cracking due to a three dimensional stress state, this 
technique may be a very powerful tool for investigating 
the punching shear phenomenon. 
6.5 Conclusions 
On the basis of the reported test results and analyses, 
the following conclusions and recommendations can be made 
about the prestressed concrete plate-edge column specimens: 
1. As the shear transmitted from the slab to the column 
increases, the ultimate bending moment that can be transmitted 
to the column and the ductility of the response decrease. 
2. The concentration of prestressing tendons in the 
region of the edge column increases the strength of the 
connection and also increases the load at which cracking 
occurs. Before cracking there was no significant difference 
in the stiffness of the four specimens. 
J. At ultimate load, the actual stresses in the bonded 
reinforcement were significantly higher than specified by the 
ACI Code and those in the unbonded tendons were significantly 
lower than the predicted values. However, the predicted 
flexural strengths were reasonably close to the measured 
strengths since the errors compensated for each other. This 
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is an undesirable situation for designers since these errors 
cannot always be relied upon to compensate for each other and 
unconservative estimates of connection strength may result. 
4. The equation recommended by ACI for predicting the 
increase in tendon stress for unbonded tendons is inadequate 
since it does not contain the variables that influence this 
behavior. The equation can be extremely unconservative for 
slabs which have large span-depth ratios. 
5. The increase in stress in the unbonded tendons is 
directly related to the span-depth ratio and to the rotation 
of the slab at a yield line which it crosses. The modified 
Tam and Pannell method was the best predictor of the tendon 
stress increase, and it may be very useful for the design 
of prestressed concrete slabs. 
6. The accuracy of the beam analogy proposed in this 
investigation indicates that this approach can be used as a 
practical design method for calculating the strength of 
prestressed concrete slab-edge column connections transferring 
moments and shears. 
7. The yield line theory provides a convenient method 
for evaluating the ultimate flexural strength of prestressed 
flat plate floors. 
8. The development of the cracks as well as the effects 
of these cracks on the ultimate behavior of an edge column 
connection are complex three-dimensional problems which have 
no simple solutions. Additional data and new experimental 
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methods are required if a true understanding of these 
phenomena is to be attained. 
6.6 Recommendations for Future Research 
Since the behavior of prestressed concrete slab-column 
co"nnections has not been adequately explored, many questions 
still exist and need more detailed clarification. Several 
areas that require further research are as follows: 
1. Additional "experimental data needs to be obtained 
to further clarify the effect of the interaction between 
moment and shear at the connection. In particular, additional 
specimens where shear governs the connection strengths need 
to be tested. This data will also clarify which models for 
predicting connection strength are most suitable. 
2. Additional research needs to be done before an 
adequate understanding of the initiation and propagation 
of cracks associated with punching shear failures can be 
obtained. In addition, it is not known what influence, if 
any, the presence of flexural cracks has on the punching 
shear resistance of a slab. 
J. The rotation of a slab at the plastic hinges is an 
important factor that influences the stress increase in the 
unbonded tendons. Therefore, to predict the stress increase 
it is necessary to investigate the ultimate rotation capacity 
of the slabs at the plastic hinges. The effect of span-depth 
ratio on the stress increase also needs to be clarified. 
4. More research should be done to clarify the 
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percentages of the unbalanced bending moment to be transmitted 
as flexural moment at the front face and as torsional moments 
at the side faces of the critical section. Also the ultimate 
torsional capacity of the slab and the parameters that 
influence this capacity should be investigated further. 
5. The beam analogy presented in the previous chapter 
appears to be a reasonably good model for predicting the 
strength of the slab-column connection. However, several 
uncertanties in the model still exist that need to be 
investigated further. The model assumes that the ultimate 
strengths of the equivalent beams may be reached simultaneously. 
It is uncertain what detailing practices would be required 
for this assumptions to be true. The distribution of shear 
stresses at the critical section at ultimate needs to be 
clarified. The use of the combined reinforcement index as 
a qualitative indicator for the distribution of shear on the 
side faces of the column should also be investigated. Since 
the critical section is restrained by the continuum around 
it, the ultimate torsional shear stress is expected to be 
greater than the torsional shear capacity in beams. More 
data is req~ired to clarify the capacity of the slab in 
carrying torsion. The simUltaneous application of shear 
forces and torques at the side faces, and shear forces and 
moments at the front face of the critical section will 
produce interactions that will reduce the strength compared 
with what it would be if they were acting alone. More 
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experimental research is required to identify the nature of 
this interaction. 
6. The local yield line theory appears to be a very 
promising analytical tool for investigating the local 
flexural failures in slabs. This is particularly important 
at edge column connections, since experiments conducted on 
multi-panel specimens indicate that these types of failures 
are more likely to occur than a general folding-type yield 
line failure. For prestressed concrete slabs that do not 
have uniform tendon spacing, it is necessary to investigate 
the widths over which to calculate the unit moments to be 
used in the yield line analysis. 
7. The development of finite element techniques that 
allow three-dimensional cracking would provide a very 
powerful tool for investigating the punching shear phenomenon. 
Table 3.1 Properties of Concrete 
SPECIMEN 
PARAMETER 
Sl S2 S3 S4 
Mix by Weight 1:2.98:2.78 1:2.98:2.78 1:2.98:2.78 1:2.98:2.78 
W/C by Weight 0.576 0.576 0.598 0.598 
Slump (in.) 1-1/4 1-7/8 2 2-1/2 
At Time of Stressing 
Age (days) 8 p 7 7 7 N \..;.) 
Compressive Strength, 
f' (psi) 4,700 5,300 4,600 4,900 c 
At Time of Testing 
Age (days) 33 24 47 28 
Compressive Strength, 
f~ (psi) 7,300 6,200 6,100 7,000 
Tensile Strength, 
fsp (psi) 528 561 493 400 
Modulus of Rupture, 
fr (psi) 726 627 702 628 
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Table 3.2 Properties o~ Bonded Rei~orcement 
PARAMETER 
Yield Stress, 
~y (Ksi) 
Yield Strain, 
E y 
Eh 
Maximum Stress, 
~ (Ksi) 
u 
Strain at Maximum Stress 
E 
u 
E : measured yield strain y 
BAR SIZE 
#3 (Slab) #6 (Column) 
72.73 72.73 
0.0025 0.0025 
0.0060 0 .. 0050 
126.7 120.5 
0.100 
Eh : strain at initiation o~ strain hardening 
Table 4.1 Dimensions and Details of Specimens 
SPECIMEN CROSS SECTION 
S1. 
s t"'· 1:.. 
SJ 
S~~ 
b x h, . 2 In. 
60 x 4 
60 x 4 
60 x 4 
60 x 4 
NUMBER OF .03/8"-TENDONS F /A 0 KSI se speclmen' 
W-E N-S W-E N-S 
DIRECTION DIRECTION DIRECTION DIRECTION 
11 
11 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
0.650 
0.691 
0.260 
0.264 
0.246 
0.325 
0.385 
0,,368 
p 
l\) 
\..n 
Table 4.2 Measured and Calculated Ultimate Moment at Face of Column 
MOMENT DUE TO MEASURED CALCULATED MOMENT MODE OF 
D.L. SLAB + APPLIED BASED ON MEAS. 
SPECIMEN LOADING FR. LOAD MOMENT ACI 318-77 INTERNAL FORCES FAILURE 
S1 2.86 40.37 43.23 40.95 41.65 Flexure 
t--l-
N 
S2 2.49 34.52 37.01 37.10 36.47' Shear CJ'\ 
S3 2.49 27.30 29.79 27·90 29.29 Flexure 
84 2825 24.14 26.39 24.68 26.09 Shear 
Moment in units of k-ft. 
Table 4.3 Ultimate Shear and Moment at Centerline of Columns 
SHEAR DUE TO MOMENT DUE TO DEFLECTION 
D.L. SLAB + APPLIED TOTAL D.L. SLAB + APPLIED TOTAL AT 
SPECIMEN LOADING FR. LOAD LOAD LOADING FR. LOAD LOAD EDGE OF SLAB 
Sl 1$45 11.53 12.98 3.50 46.12 49.62 1.449 ~ 
l\) 
1.45 17.26 18.71 43.15 46.27 ---:l S2 3.12 0.919 
83 1.·45 13.65 15.10 3.12 34.12 37.24 1.511 
S4 1.45 24.14 25.59 2.87 36.21 39.08 0.837 
Shear in units of kips. 
Moment in units of k-ft. 
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Table 4.4 Stress Increase in Tendons at Peak Load of 
Specimens 81 and 82 
SPECIMEN Sl SPECIMEN S2 
STRESSING 
SCHEDULE fse b.f f lsf NUMBER 12s se 12s MEAS. ACI MEAS. ACI 
W-E Direction 
4 165.27 5.89 25.0 175.29 3.23 22.7 
15 163 .. 18 8.78 25 .. 0 173.79 4.62 22 .. 7 
3 168.83 9.50 25.0 170.82 4.01 22.7 
14 166.67 11.62 25.0 177.24 4.08 22.7 
COLUMN - 11 170.75 12 .. 63 25.0 182.02 5.20 22.7 
COLUMN - 1 164 .. 42 10.05 25.0 184 .. 07 3.38 22 .. 7 
COLUMN - 12 171.24 11.94 25.0 182.76 3.43 22.7 
13 163.95 8.89 25 .. 0 175.10 3·50 22.7 
2 154.98 11.09 25.0 166.38 3.43 22.7 
16 173.40 9·01 25.0 186.31 3.80 22 .. 7 
5 173.97 8.74 25.0 177.61 2.28 22.7 
N-S Direction 
COLUMN - 10 158 .. 37 0 .. 90 192.08 0.86 
COLUMN - 9 152.12 1.51 185.58 1.06 
7 158.25 0.52 178.73 0.73 
6 164.27 -0.07 178.08 0.07 
8 62.12 
-0.59 184.66 0.12 
Stress in units of ksi .. 
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Table 4.5 Stress Increase in Tendons at Peak Load of 
Specimens S3 and s4 
SPECIMEN S3 SPECIMEN s4 
STRESSING 
SCHEDULE fse 6f f 6f NUMBER ]2s se ]2s MEAS. ACI MEAS. ACI 
W-E Direction 
4 185-58 9.41 44.5 183.89 2.04 48·9 
COLUMN -+ 1 183.71 13.68 44.5 188.61 6.99 48.9 
COLUMN -+ 2 179.74 14 .. 07 44.5 197 .. 23 5.53 48.9 
3 184.91 8.53 44.5 176.77 3.65 48.9 
N-S Direction 
COLUMN -+ ? 181.26 0.67 161.06 0.72 
COLUMN -+ 10 184.49 0.18 173.67 0.28 
COLUMN -+ 5 189.46 -0.73 173.77 0.64 
8 177.89 -0.09 180.12 -0.31 
6 169.83 0 .. 29 174.33 0.05 
9 183.50 -0 .. 23 176.21 0.22 
Stress in units of ksi. 
Table 5.1 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Shear Strength Using ACI Model 
PREDICTED SHEAR STRENGTH MEASURED 
v = Je5~ + 0.3f cw c pc v = 4~ c c STRENGTH 
MODE OF 
SPECIMEN V M V M V M FAILURE 
u u u u u .. U 
I--l-
\.J.) 
Sl 10.58 40.02 7.76 28.74 12.98 49.62 Flexure 0 
82 18.17 44.93 12.38 30.45 18.71 46.27 Shear 
S3 13.47 33.17 12.13 29.83 15.10 37.24 Flexure 
S4 22.80 34.90 20.68 31.72 25.59 39.08 Shear 
Ultimate shear V in units of kips. 
u 
Ultimate moment M in units of k-ft. 
u 
Table 5.2 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Flexural Strength Using ACI Model 
M f f u s ps 
SPECIMEN MEASURED ACI 319-77 MEASURED ACI 318-77 MEASURED ACI Jf8-77 
S1 49.62 47.02 83.33 72.73 176.8 192.0 
S2 46.27 46.37 75.15 7:2. 73 181.1 199.7 ~ 
'vJ 
37.24 34.87 90.76 194.9 
~ 
S3 72.73 228.0 
s4 39.08 36.91 78.94 72,,73 191.2 235.5 
Ultimate moment M in units of k-ft. u 
Stress in units of ksi. 
Table 5.3 Measured and Predicted Stress Increase in Tendons of Specimens 
S1, S2, S3 and S4 
PREDICTED ~f 
~ 
MEASURED USING BOND-SLIP MODEL MODIFIED ACI 318-77 
MEASURED TAM & PANNELL 
SPECIMEN ~f ROTATION MEASURED E E = 0.003 R = ¢E • ¢ = 9 Eq. (5.2) ps s c c' , 
S1 12.63 11.67 12.06 6,,72 12.61 25.0 
10.05 ~ 
11.94 \JJ l\.) 
82 5·20 5037 5.06 22.7 
3.38 
3.43 
S3 13868 12.61 13.84 8,.24 12.61 44.5 
14.07 
S4 6.99 8.22 5·22 48.9 
5.53 
Stress in units of ksi. 
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Table 5.4 Measured and Predicted Stress Increase in·Tendons 
of Specimens Tested by Other Investigators 
PREDICTED afps 
USING MODIFIED ACI .318-77 
MEASURED MEASURED TAM & PANNELL 
REFERENCE l/h 6fps DEFLECTION R = stEc s fi = 9 Eq. (5.2) LOADING 
.3.3 28 25.0 25.6 14.51 18.6.3 RU1, SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM, 
MID-POINT LOADING, PEAK LOAD 
.3.3 28 18.6 19 • .3 . 14.58 18.63 RU2, SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM, 
MID-POINT LOADING, PEAK LOAD 
23 45 5 • .3 4.6 5.87 26.05 SLAB I. 3 x 3 PANEL SLAB, 
UNIFORM LOADING, TEST 110, 
TENDON N2 
44 45 11.7 10.4 11.65 20 • .3 SLAB III: 2 x 2 PANEL SLAB, 
UNIFORM LOADING, TEST 308, 
TENDON T6 
45 18.7 15.2 18.65 20 • .3 SLAB Ills 2 x 2 PANEL SLAB, 
UNIFORM LOADING, TEST .308, 
TENDON T2 
36 45 61.0 76.0 26.76 51.0 Mls SIMPLY SUPPORTED RIBBED, 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOAD~, 
2 LOAD STEPS BEYOND 5ACI 
36 37 77.2 95.0 32.38 44.5 M2s SIMPLY SUPPORTED RIBBED, 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
.36 29 67.0 82.0 41.66 52.2 M3s SIMPLY SUPPORTED RIBBED, 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
2 LOAD STEPS BEYOND 5ACI 
36 29 57.0 75.0 40.78 39.5 M4. SIMPLY SUPPORTED ONE-WAY 
SLAB. 2 PO INT LOADS, 3 LOAD 
STEPS BEYOND 6ACI 
11 26.7 27.0 55.0 27.59 16.0 SLAB ls SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
11 26.7 32.0 61.0 33.56 24.0 SLAB 21 SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
11 26.7 .38.0 45.0 37.86 63.0 SLAB 31 SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
11 20.0 31.0 56.0 38.77 17.0 SLAB 41 SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
11 20.0 42.0 62.0 45.62 26.0 SLAB 5: SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
11 20.0 51.0 48.0 50.71 71.0 SLAB 6, SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB. 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
11 13.3 37.0 60.0 44.00 17.0 SLAB 71 SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
11 13.3 47.0 66.0 50.00 24.0 SLAB 81 SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
11 13 • .3 58.0 58.0 50.0 64.0 SLAB 91 SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
ONE-WAY SLAB, 2 POINT LOADS, 
PEAK LOAD 
Stress in units of ksi. 
Table 5.5 Measured and Predicted Strengths Using Beam Analogy 
BEAM ANALOGY 
MEASURED STRENGTH v = 3.5~ + 0.3f cw c pc v = 4~ c c 
SPECIMEN V M V M V M 
u u u u u u 
Sl 12.98 49.62 12.23 46.90 12.15 46.30 
S2 18.71 46.27 19.54 48.35 18.54 45.87 ~ VJ 
+=-
S3 15.10 37824 17·73 43.83 16.80 41.50 
S4 25059 39.08 28.47 43.40 25.64 39.16 
Ultimate shear V in units of kips. 
u 
Ultimate moment M in units of k-ft. 
u 
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Table 5.6 Measured and Predicted Strength Using Beam 
Analogy of Hawkins's Specimen No.2 
MEASURED STRENGTH BEAlVI ANALOGY 
SPECIMEN V M V M 
u u u u 
2 30.8 37.0 32.77 39·32 
Ul t irnate shear V in units of kips .. 
u 
Ultimate moment M in units of k-ft. 
u 
Table 5.7 Calculated Yield Moment/Unit Length for the Use in Yield Line Models 
X DIRECTION Y DIRECTION m + m' ~ 1 - ~ x x 11 = 
SPECIMEN mx m' m m' m + m' m + m' my + m' 1 + ~ 1 + ~ ~m x y y x x y y Y 
Sl 10.54 7.23 5·71 1.86 17.77 7.57 2.35 0.70 -0.40 25.34 
82 10.31 7.26 6024 2.02 17.57 8.26 2.13 0.68 -0.36 25.83 ~ \.;.) 
0\ 
83 6.39 2.92 8.80 2.81 9.31 11.61 0.80 0.44 0.11 20.92 
s4 6.51 2.98 8.69 2.85 9.49 11.54 0.82 0.45 0.10 21.03 
Moment/unit length in units of k-ft/ft. 
\ 
Table 5.8 Measured and Predicted Connection Strengths Using Yield Line Theory 
MEA8lffiED STRENGTH FOLDING-TYPE YIELD LINE LOCAL FAILURE YIELD LINE 
SPECIMEN V'll M V M V M u u u u u 
81 12,.98 49.62 11.95 47.82 15.43 59.42 
~ 
S2 18,.71 46.27 18.96 46.90 22.98 56.95 'v.) 
--J 
S3 ~:5 .10 37.24 14.77 36.93 18.43 45.57 
s4 2£) . £)9 39.08 25.95 39062 27.20 41.50 
Ultimate she~ Vu in units of kips. 
Ultimate mom t Mu in units of k-ft. 
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APPENDIX 
NOTATION 
A = area of concrete at assumed critical section c 
Aps = area of prestressed reinforcement 
A = area of nonprestressed bonded reinforcement s 
a = depth of equivalent rectangular stress block 
b = width of section being considered 
C = size o.f square column 
C1 = size of rectangular column, measured in the direction 
of the span for which moments are being determined 
C2 = size of rectangular column, measured transverse to 
the direction of the span for which moments are 
being determined 
= 
= 
distance from face AB of the critical section to 
centroidal axis CC 
distance from points C and D of the critical section 
to centroidal axis CC 
D = distance from face of column to location of applied 
load 
= nominal diameter of steel bar 
d = effective depth of prestressed concrete slab, but 
dps = 
d = s 
not less than O.Sh 
distance from extreme compression fiber to centroid 
of prestressed reinforcement 
distance from extreme compression fiber to centroid 
of nonprestressed bonded reinforcement 
E 
E 
c 
E ps 
E 
s 
e 
f' 
c 
f pc 
fps 
fpu 
f __ _ 
l:!:J 
fr 
f se 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
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east 
modulus of elasticity of concrete 
modulus of elasticity of prestressed reinforcement 
modulus of elasticity of nonprestressed reinforcement 
base of Napierian logarithms 
specified compressive strength of concrete 
average compressive stress in concrete due to 
effective prestress force only 
ultimate stress in prestressed reinforcement 
specified tensile strength of prestressing tendons 
specified yield strength of prestressing tendons 
modulus of rupture of concrete 
effective stress in prestressed reinforcement at 
time of interest 
f t = tensile strength of concrete 
f = specified yield strength of nonprestressed y 
reinforcement 
g = distance between the centroidal axis of the critical 
section, CC, and the centroidal axis of the column 
h = overall thickness of the slab 
J = property of assumed critical section analogous to 
c 
polar moment of inertia 
K = Yv 
= fraction of unbalanced moment transferred by 
eccentricity of shear at slab-column connections 
= value defined by Eq. (5.72) 
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L = width of specimen 
Ld = development length 
Lps = length of prestressing tendon 
MAB = ultimate resisting moment for face AB of the critical 
section 
Mu = ultimate unbalanced bending moment, acting about the 
centroidal axis of the column section 
m = negative yield moment per unit length 
m l = positive yield moment per unit length 
N = north 
P = prestressing tendon force 
s 
R = dimension of yield fan in direction of bending 
= rotation along a yield line 
R¢ = radius of fan-shaped yield line 
S = south 
TAD = ultimate resisting torsional moment acting on face 
AD of the critical section 
= ultimate resisting torsional moment acting on face 
BC of the critical section 
= ultimate torsional capacity of rectangular 
prestressed beam 
u = bond stress 
VAB = shear force acting on face AB of the critical section 
VAD = shear force acting on face AD of the critical section 
V BC = shear force acting on face BC of the critical section 
226 
Vcw = nominal shear strength provided by concrete when 
diagonal cracking results from excessive principal 
tensile stress in web 
Vp = vertical component of effective prestress force 
at section 
v = ultimate shear force, acting about the centroidal 
u 
axis of the column section 
V AB = shear stress on face AB of the critical section 
Vc = shear stress at point C of the critical section 
vD = shear stress at point D of the critical section 
v = permissible shear stress carried by concrete 
c 
v t = maximum torsional shear stress 
W = west 
Wh = plastic hinge width 
x = shorter overall dimension of rectangular part of 
cross section 
y = longer overall dimension of rectangular part of 
cross section 
a = shape factor 
Sl = ratio of equivalent depth a to neutral axis depth 
~c = ratio of long side to short side of column 
y = l/tane 
"tv = fraction of unbalanced moment transferred by 
eccentricity of shear at slab-column connections 
E = strain 
E = limit of concrete strain 
c 
fp 
¢ 
¢ 
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= strain in concrete at tendon level 
= total strain in tendon at' ultimate 
= strain in bonded reinforcement 
= strain in tendon due to effective prestress 
= angle between radial and circumferential yield lines 
= rotation along a folding-type yield line 
= coefficient of orthotropy 
= ratio of prestressed reinforcement 
= angle measured from X axis 
= plastic hinge width parameter 
= 
= 
f 
bd Y 
f' 
c 
Aps 
bd 
f' 
c 
f ps 
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